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Abstract
Cell migration is an essential characteristic of both physiological and pathological
processes within the human body. In order to study the complex process of cell
migration different in vitro model systems have been developed in the past. The
challenge for all these assays is to provide the cells a substrate that mimics par-
ticular properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM) while a high control over
experimental parameters and monitoring is desired. However, migration assays
commonly used in cell biology and medical research are rather limited in the con-
trol over the architecture of the provided matrix on or through which the cells
move or by the lack of adequate imaging devices to monitor cell dynamics.
To overcome some limitations of conventional migration assays, it was the aim
of this work to develop two different methods and employ them in order to quan-
tify migrative behavior of cells under precisely controlled in vitro conditions.
The first assay consists of microfabricated three dimensional (3D) scaffolds,
which allow to study cell migration dynamics through confined environments via
live-cell imaging. Channel structures of precisely defined dimensions were utilized
to quantify the invasiveness of single cancer cells with respect to modifications of
their cytoskeleton organization. In addition, dynamical migration patterns of the
cells inside these confined 3D environments were analyzed and found to be signif-
icantly changed from their counterparts on flat, two dimensional (2D), surfaces.
Furthermore, it was shown that such microfabricated structures could be func-
tionalized in the nanometer range with patterns of gold nanoparticles. Thus, the
selective binding of ECM-derived ligand motifs, to the gold particles allows for
mimicking specific features of the ECM in 3D.
vii
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The second assay comprises flat photo-switchable surfaces and allows for cell
migration studies under precisely - spatially and temporally - controlled conditions
that are dynamically adjustable during the experiments. Initially, these surfaces
are repellant to cells and upon irradiation with ultraviolet (UV) light through a
photomask they become locally adhesion-mediating. Migration studies with cohe-
sive sheets of epithelial cells were performed and their expansion characteristics
from geometrically confined starting conditions were quantified. As the initial size
and shape of such cell sheets was varied, it was shown that only geometrical param-
eters like the boundary curvature of the cohesive cell sheet can directly influence
and determine the collective behavior of cells.
Zusammenfassung
Die Fa¨higkeit von Zellen zu migrieren ist eine fu¨r den menschlichen Organis-
mus essenzielle Eigenschaft. Migrierende Zellen u¨bernehmen eine zentrale Rolle
in sowohl lebenserhaltenden, als auch pathologischen Prozessen. Um die kom-
plexen Vorga¨nge, welche wa¨hrend der Migration von Zellen ablaufen, zu unter-
suchen sind eine Reihe verschiedener in vitro Modellsysteme entwickelt worden.
Die Hauptanforderungen an solche Untersuchungsmethoden bestehen vor allem
darin, dass sowohl den Zellen einzelne Strukturelemente, welchen sie normaler-
weise in der Extrazellula¨ren Matrix (ECM) ausgesetzt sind, in mo¨glichst kontrol-
lierter Art und Weise dargeboten werden sollen, als auch, dass die Beobachtung
des dynamischen Zellverhaltens gewa¨hrleistet werden muss. Die meisten solcher
Untersuchungsmethoden, wie sie vor allem in der Zellbiologie und der medizinis-
chen Forschung angewendet werden, sind jedoch beschra¨nkt, entweder in Bezug
auf die Beschaffenheit der Oberfla¨chen welche den Zellen zur Migration angeboten
werden ko¨nnen, oder durch stark limitierte Mo¨glichkeiten zur Beobachtung des
dynamischen Zellverhaltens.
Um die erwa¨hnten Einschra¨nkungen solcher Methoden zur Untersuchung von
Zellmigration zu u¨berwinden, wurden im Laufe der vorliegenden Promotion zwei
verschiedene Untersuchungsmethoden entwickelt. Diese erlauben es, das dynamis-
che Migrationsverhalten von Zellen unter pra¨zise definierten Bedingungen in vitro
zu untersuchen.
Kernstu¨ck der ersten Methode bilden mikrostrukturierte Kammern welche es
ermo¨glichen das Migrationsverhalten von Zellen durch definierte dreidimension-
ale (3D) Modellstrukturen in Echtzeit im Mikroskop zu verfolgen. Mit solchen
ix
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definierten Kanalstrukturen wurde das invasive Verhalten einzelner Tumorzellen
in Abha¨ngigkeit von strukturellen Vera¨nderungen des Zellskeletts bestimmt. Zu-
dem wurde das dynamische Verhalten der Zellen wa¨hrend ihrer Migration durch
die 3D Modellstrukturen untersucht, wobei maßgebliche Abweichungen in deren
Verhalten im Vergleich zu dem auf ebenen Oberfla¨chen beobachtet wurden.
Zudem konnte gezeigt werden, wie die Oberfla¨chen von 3D Mikrostrukturen
zusa¨tzlich mit nanostrukturierten Mustern von Goldnanopartikeln versehen wer-
den ko¨nnen. Die Goldpartikel ko¨nnen selektiv mit einzelnen Bindungsmotiven
funktionalisiert werden, was die Mo¨glichkeit bietet spezifische, strukturelle sowie
funktionelle, Eigenschaften der ECM in 3D Modellsystemen nachzuahmen.
Die zweite entwickelte Untersuchungsmethode besteht im Kern aus photo-
schaltbaren Oberfla¨chen. Mit diesen ist es mo¨glich die Migration von Zellensembles
unter - ra¨umlich und zeitlich - pra¨zise definierten und dynamisch anpassbaren
Bedingungen zu untersuchen. Die Oberfla¨chen wirken zuna¨chst zellabweisend
wirken, lassen sich jedoch mittels Belichtung mit ultraviolettem Licht durch eine
Fotomaske in beliebigen Regionen in zelladha¨sive Oberfla¨chen umwandeln. Das
Expansionsverhalten zusammenha¨ngender Verba¨nde von Epithelzellen wurde mit
diesen schaltbaren Oberfla¨chen untersucht. Durch systematische Vera¨nderung der
anfa¨nglichen Gro¨ße und Geometrie der Zellverba¨nde konnte gezeigt werden, dass
diese Faktoren direkt das Maß an kooperativem Verhalten der Zellen beeinflussen
und bestimmen kann.
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3D three dimensional
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Chapter
1
Cell migration
The term cell migration describes the biological process of cells moving themselves
with respect to their environment. Such active movement of a cell is a highly
complex process: The cell is orchestrating the rearrangement of the internal cy-
toskeleton and the cell membrane while sensing and reacting to its surrounding
in order to adhere on it. Thereby, the cell builds up friction and exerts directed
forces to simultaneously move from its initial position.
Cell migration plays a crucial role for a variety of pathological and non-
pathological processes in every living animal: During early stages of embryogenesis
collective cell movement, for example, leads to an elongation of the head-to-tail
body axis [5]. In inflammation and immune-response leucocytes move rapidly from
the lymph nodes through the stroma to an inflammation site where they collect
information about pathogens and migrate back to the lymphatic system to present
the gained information [6]. During wound healing epithelial cells are able to close
a wound through coordinated migration before increased proliferation and ma-
trix synthesis are able to completely restore the tissue [7]. In cancer metastasis,
primary tumor cells invade into the surrounding tissue, enter the circulation sys-
tem and migrate into healthy tissue where they can develop secondary malignant
outgrowths [8].
3
4 Cell migration
1.1 Model systems to study cell migration
in vivo
When it comes to study cell migration, or other cell biological questions in general,
the preferred model system would be the living animal where cells interact with
their native environment, typically adjacent cells and the ECM that defines the
connecting tissue in animals. In vivo experiments, for example, with living mice
are made to study cancer metastasis [9] or with the eggs of the fly drosophilia
melanogaster to study early stages in development [10]. In recent years, researchers
have even developed so-called intravital microscopy techniques which allow for
monitoring cell migration in the living organism. The migration of fluorescently
labeled tumor cells through native tissue, for example, can be directly studied in
a living mouse [11–14]. Another model system for in vivo live-cell imaging is the
zebrafish. This fish is transparent in the early stages of development and therefore
well-suited for in vivo migration studies with fluorescently labeled cells [15,16].
However, besides ethical reasons, the complexity of in vivo experiments leads
to significant drawbacks, for example, limitations in number of experiments and
poor control of testing parameters.
1.2 Model systems to study cell migration
in vitro
To compensate for the predetermined limitations of in vivo experiments, in vitro
model systems are needed to study cell migration under confined conditions.
Depending on the biological question to be studied, different aspects and pa-
rameters of cell migration are of interest, for example, migration speed, deformabil-
ity of cells that squeeze through tissue, inter-cellular communication in collectively
moving cell sheets, forces which the cells exert on their environment during their
movement, means to sense external cues that guide directed cell migration. Migra-
tory speeds, for example, can vary a lot between different cell types together with
the underlying mechanisms: Relatively slow tumor cells migrate in vitro at speeds
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around 0.1–0.3 µm/min, faster fibroblasts exhibit speeds of 0.2–1 µm/min, and
the fast neutrophil granulocytes are able to migrate at speeds as high as 15–20
µm/min [17]. According to this diversity in cell behavior and questions to be
addressed, a variety of in vitro assays has been developed to study migratory be-
haviors of single cells and clusters of collectively interacting cells.
One of the most simple ways to characterize and quantify cell migration is to
seed cells on a flat petri dish and monitor their 2D motility via live-cell imaging
on a microscope. From the obtained time-lapse videos one can deduce parameters
like migratory speeds and directional persistence in the movement. In experiments
with cells cultured at low densities where the individual cells are separated from
one another, observations of single cell migration characteristics can be made. In
contrast, in experiments with cells growing at higher densities, dynamical move-
ments within a confluent cell sheet can be studied that typically exhibit long-range
interactions extending over the distance of several cell diameters.
1.2.1 Wound healing assays
A very simple and widely established method to study migration characteristics
of many interconnected cells on a flat 2D surface is the so-called scratch or wound
healing assay, introduced by G. J. Todaro et al. [18] that mimics the closure of a
wound. To do so, adherent cells are cultured in a petri dish until confluency is
reached. With a sharp razor blade or the tip of a pipette cells are mechanically
scratched away, leaving a thin corridor, several tenths of micrometers thick, in the
confluent cell sheet, which represents the wound as depicted in Figure 1.1. The
closure of this wound can be followed under the microscope and the speed with
which the remaining cells re-occupy the free area can be quantified [19]. Better
control over the shape of the wounded area can be gained with large arrays of
scratching devices [20] or generating circular wounds [21].
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the wound healing assay. (A) A device like a razor
blade or pipette tip is used to mechanically disrupt a confluent layer of cells and generate
an artificial wound. (B-C) Example of an artificial wound in a scratch assay. Phase-
contrast images were taken 1 hours (B) and 5 hours (C) after wounding a confluent layer
of epithelial cells. After 5 hours it is clearly visible how the boundaries of the separated
cell sheets move towards each other to close the wound. Images taken from [22]; scale
bar, 200 µm
1.2.2 Cell invasion assays
Both, cancer cells which are involved in tumor metastasis, as well as leukocytes
which are responsible for an immune response, are able to move independently
through tissue in a directed way. Many attempts were made in the past to study
such directed and invasive migratory behavior.
One of the most common and also oldest experiments commercially available is
the so-called Boyden chamber, also known as transwell migration assay [23]. The
Boyden chamber consists of two reservoirs separated by a thin porous membrane
with defined pore diameters usually smaller than the cell diameters [24] as depicted
in Figure 1.2. The upper reservoir is filled with the cell suspension and after a
certain incubation time the amount of cells which migrated through the micropores
to the lower side of the membrane is counted. The setup is fairly simple to prepare
and also available for 96-well plates which allows for a relatively high throughput
and statistical evidence of the experiments. Additionally, the porous membrane
can be coated with a layer of a collagen-based gel mimicking the ECM. The
lower reservoir can be also filled with a chemoattractant to study the influence on
directed migration of the cells through the pores towards the test substance [25].
One of the main drawbacks of the Boyden chamber, however, is that it lacks
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cells
porous membrane
lower reservoir supplemented 
with a chemoattractant
upper reservoir
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the Boyden chamber invasion assay. A porous
membrane is separating two reservoirs that are filled with medium and optionally sup-
plemented with a chemoattractant. Cells seeded in the upper reservoir adhere to the
membrane and migrate eventually through the pores. At the end of the experiment the
membrane is removed and the cells that migrated through the pores are counted.
information about the real migration speed of the cells and the dynamics how the
cells actually squeeze through the pores.
1.3 Surface functionalization to mimic the extra-
cellular matrix
The extracellular matrix (ECM) consists of many different fibrous proteins and
polysaccarids like collagen or fibronectin and proteoglycans, to name only a few.
These components not only provide a mechanical scaffold to the tissue, but also
expose a wide range of ligands that are recognized by receptors on the cell mem-
brane. The interactions between cell membrane receptors and ligands presented
by the ECM are essential to maintain functionality of single cells and the whole
tissue [26,27]. Therefore, it is of importance to control the surface properties in in
vitro cell experiments by either binding whole ECM-derived filamentous proteins,
or small molecules that represent single ligand motifs to the surface. One promi-
nent representative of such adhesion-mediating ligands is the tri-peptide arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) which binds, especially in its cyclic form, selectively
to the membrane receptors αvβ3-integrin and αvβ5-integin [28].
In addition to surface bio-functionalization methods that try to mimic the
ECM, coatings have been developed that effectively inhibit adsorption of proteins
and prevent cell adhesion. Typically, highly hydrated polymers like poly(ethylene
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glycol) (PEG) [29–31], poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [32], Pluronic, which is a triblock-
copolymer of PEG-poly(propylene glycol)-PEG [33,34], or highly hydrophobic and
non-polarizable polymers like poly(tetrafluorethen) (Teflon) [35] are used to pro-
vide biologically inert surfaces.
The requisites and complexity of ECM-mimmicking surface functionalizations
is highly dependent on the studied cell type, the composition of the surface and the
biological question that shall be tackled. The field of surface bio-functionalization
is wide [36] and only a short glimpse of different coating methods and functional-
ization techniques can be given here, with examples illustrated in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of different surface functionalization techniques. (A)
Physisorbtion of long protein filaments to the glass surface that adhere via electrostatic
interactions. (B) Selective binding of thiols to a thin layer of gold that was sputtered on
a glass surface. Once attached to the surface the single molecules are still able to move
their positions and form highly ordered self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). Typically,
the rest of the molecule is already functionalized or it contains reactive groups that can
be bio-functionalized. (C) Direct binding of organosilane molecules to a glass surface
where they form a inter-connected monolayer. Like in (C), the terminated groups are
either functionalized or can be functionalized in a following step. (D) Lipid bilayer
with incorporated membrane binding proteins which are able to diffuse on the surface.
Illustrations are not to scale.
Physisorption The most simple method to bio-functionalize a non-biologic sur-
face is to incubate it with a solution of ECM derived fibrillar proteins like fi-
bronectin or collagen and let the proteins adsorb to the surface via electrostatic
interactions (physisorption). Under normal cell culture conditions animal derived
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serum like fetal bovine serum (FBS) is added to the cell medium which, among
other components, already contains high amounts of ECM derived proteins. For
most culture conditions and experiments with cells on normal glass slides or plastic
dishes, physisorption of the fibrous proteins in the serum is sufficient to let the
cells adhere and spread on the surface. However, in a physisorption process, little
control of the orientation of the adhering compounds with respect to the surface
is possible, compared with the following bioconjugation techniques.
Thiol coupling agents on metal surfaces Solutions of thiol-containing
molecules can be brought in contact with metal surfaces, like gold films, in or-
der to cover large surface areas with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) [37–39].
The nature or the metal-sulfur bond is not completely understood and still con-
troversially discussed in literature. In contrast to a typical covalent bond, the
thiol molecules are, for example, still able to laterally diffuse on the surface which
allows them to form the highly ordered SAMs [39]. Also disulfides, as found in
many cystein containing proteins, are able to link to a gold surface without prior
reduction to thiols. Gold films of only a few nanometer thickness can be easily
obtained via physical vapor deposition of gold atoms on glass slides, for example.
Silane coupling agents Silane chemistry allows for directly coating glass sur-
faces with monolayers of functional linking-molecules. Silanes that contain at least
one bonded carbon atom are called organosilanes. They can have hydrogen, oxy-
gen, or halogen atoms directly attached to the silicon atom core. Some of these
derivates are highly reactive and can be used to form covalent linkages with other
molecules or surfaces upon hydrolysis. Typically, the organic part bound to the
silicon atom terminates with a functional group that allows conjugation of the
organosilane to other organic compounds while the silane reactive groups are cho-
sen to only couple to inorganic substrates like glass surfaces [36].
Lipid bilayers Another way to mimic ligand distributions of the ECM or ad-
jacent cell membranes is to use lipid bilayer-based surface coatings or vesicles. A
rather simple and straight-forward method to generate lipid bilayers on a flat sur-
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face with a Langmuir-Blodgett balance where a substrate is first immersed into
and then pulled out from a aqueous solution with a compressed monolayer of lipid
molecules at the air/water interface [40]. Membrane-binding ligands can be incor-
porated into the lipid bilayer where they are able to diffuse on the surface [41–43].
1.4 Surface patterning techniques
In order to mimic ECM cues for the cells, it is not only important to provide
specific ligands on the surface, but also to control their local distribution in a
controlled way.
Microcontact printing Microcontact printing (µCP) is a well-established
method commonly used to pattern flat surfaces with adhesive and non-adhesive
areas at a resolution down to a few micrometers [44–48]. Therefore, a thin layer
of molecules or polymers is transferred via a silicon rubber-based stamp to a sub-
strate on which it remains either by physisorption or covalently binding. For cell
migration studies, cell-adhesion mediating proteins or protein fragments are usu-
ally printed in the desired pattern on a surface and the non-printed areas are
passivated after the printing process [49].
Other micropatterning techniques Completely passivated surfaces can be
also used for patterning with protein or cell adhesive areas. In this case, the pas-
sivating organic molecules like PEG or PVA are either decomposed by irradiation
with UV light [50] in selected regions or through focusing a high energy laser onto
them [32].
Block copolymer micellar nanolithography Even the control and variation
of single ligand-to-ligand distances on a nanometer scale is possible. With the help
of the so-called block copolymer micellar nanolithography (BCMN) [51–53] it is
possible to generate patterns of hexagonally ordered nano-sized particles on flat
silicon wafers or glass slides with an area of up to several square centimeters. In
this method, the substrate, typically a glass slide or a silicon wafer, is immersed
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in a micellar solution of a diblock-copolymer. The poly(styrene)-block-poly(2-
vinylpiridine) copolymer is dissolved in an organic solvent like toluene where it
forms a solution of inverted micelles, which can be loaded with a metal salt, e.g.
tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4). When the substrate is pulled out of the micellar
solution, the micelles arrange themselves in a highly ordered monolayer. Finally,
reduction of the gold salt to elemental gold while simultaneously removing the
organic polymer chains in a plasma oven generates patterns of hexagonally ordered
gold particles with a diameter of 5–10 nm and an inter-particle spacing adjustable
between roughly 20–200 nm. The chemical contrast between the gold particles
and the silicon oxide on the rest of the surface can then be used to selectively bind
functional molecules to the bi-functioal surface: Organosilanes can selectively bind
to the glass surface, while thiols only bind to the surface or the gold particles.
In recent years, protocols were developed that allow to transfer the hexagonally
ordered gold particles to the surface of a PEG-based hydrogel which is adjustable
in its stiffness [53]. It was even shown that such nano-patterned hydrogels can
be reversibly stretched, which allows to dynamically change and control the inter-
particle distance of the gold particles on a nanometer scale [54].
1.4.1 Surface topography and 3D environments
Topography plays an important role for cellular migration behavior. Cell migration
on topographically structured surfaces has been extensively studied, for example,
on micro-sized and nano-sized grooves [55, 56], on top of micropillars [57], and
through arrays of micropillars [58]. With increasing depth of the topography the
model systems resemble more and more the complex 3D architecture of the ECM.
Examples of in vitro studies of cell migration in 3D matrices are cells embedded
in collagen gels [59–61] or synthetic PEG hydrogels [62, 63] that can be locally
degraded by cancer cells expressing matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).
Migration mechanisms have been found to be varied for cells exposed to ei-
ther a flat 2D surface, a 3D gel matrix or highly restricted one dimensional (1D)
adhesive lines, as schematically depicted in Figure 1.4: Migration characteristics
of fibroblasts, such as the speed and the motion pattern, were found to be more
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of cell migration in different dimensions. (1D) Cell
migration on thin adhesion-mediating lines can be considered as one dimensional, since
the directionality in movement is restricted to only two directions. (2D) Cells on a flat
surface like a conventional petri dish are able to move in all directions on the surface.
(3D) Cells inside a 3D matrix, a gel for example, can move in all three dimesions. Arrows
indicate the possible directions in movement.
similar in 1D and 3D than in 2D environments [32]. It was also reported that
leukocytes can switch their migration mechanism from an adhesion-dependent mi-
gration mode on a flat surface to an adhesion-independent mechanism when seeded
in a 3D environment [61].
Chapter
2
Characterization and quantification of cell
migration
2.1 The process of cell movement
Like a car needs a motor and tires to move on a street, also cells need mechanical
elements in order to move through the ECM. Mechanical stability and structure in
the case of a cell is provided via the cytoskeleton, which consists of three different
kinds of polymers: Actin, intermediate filaments and microtubuli. Filamentous
actin forms long and stiff fibrils and, together with myosin motor proteins, it as-
sembles to contractile structures (the motor of a car). Intermediate filaments play
an important role in defining the mechanical stiffness and elasticity of the whole
cell and the nuclear envelope [64–66], while microtubuli are important to maintain
the cell structure, its polarization, serve as a platform for intracellular transport
via self propelling motor proteins moving along them, and play an important role
during mitosis [67, 68]. The connection to the extracellular space is mediated via
specific cell membrane receptors like integrins which are able to attach to the ECM
to build up friction and transmit forces (the tires of a car). Finally, the ECM is
exposing ligands to the membrane receptors, serves as a mechanical scaffold and
guides cell migration (the street for a car).
The ability of cells to actively move and delocalize their cell body is a highly
orchestrated process. The mechanisms, which cells use to move themselves with
13
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respect to their environment, can be classified into the two categories of amoeboid
and mesenchymal migration [69].
Amoeboid migration characterized by short-lived and relatively weak interac-
tions with the substrate. It is mostly used by nonresident cells like leukocytes and
stem cells who are able to enter and rapidly move through many organs [69].
Mesenchymal migration, in contrast, involves specific cell-ECM interactions
and a sequence of independent steps which, subsequently carried out, allow for
cells to move themselves with respect to the ECM. This migration pattern, which
is also known as the push-and-pull mechanism has been first described for fibrob-
lasts migrating on a flat surface [70], but it is also observed in the movement of
many other cell types in 2D as well as in 3D surroundings [71]. The following
four steps, as depicted in Figure 2.1, are characteristic for mesenchymal migra-
tion: (1) Initial cell polarization is driven by localized actin polymerization which
promotes membrane protrusions at the leading edge, so called pseudopods (greek:
false feet), which, depending on their shape can be separated into the broad lamel-
limpodia or the thin filopodia. (2) When the protruding pseudopods get in contact
with ligands of the ECM, specific adhesion receptors, e.g. integrins, attach to the
ligands, forming focal contacts at the leading edge. Depending on the cell type
and the constitution of the ECM, MMPs can be activated in this step in order
to locally degrade adjacent ECM proteins via proteolysis to widen the available
space, especially for the migration through a 3D scaffold. (3) During, or shortly
after the ligand-integrin binding, actin filaments are stabilized and anchored to
the membrane via cross-linking proteins and contractile proteins like myosin II.
Shortening of the actin fibers via myosin driven tightening leads to a local cell
contraction and a movement of the cell body. (4) Finally, the detachment of the
cell membrane from the ECM at the trailing edge completes the translocation of
the whole cell, before the whole process is repeated.
However, it should be kept in mind, that these four steps do not represent
a stereotypic program but rather provide an adaptive platform that undergoes
modifications, dependent on the cell-type and the composition of the ECM [72].
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
filamentous actin
integrins
extracellular matrix
cell membrane
nucleus
active regions
Figure 2.1: Single steps of cell migration. (1) Outward directed actin polymeriza-
tion leads to membrane protrusions. (2) Binding of the membrane receptors to the ECM
and formation of focal adhesions at the leading edge. (3) Local actomyosin contraction
in the rear of the cell leads to movement of the cell body. (4) Detachment from the ECM
at the rear of the cell leads to a translocation of the cell. Active regions in each step are
highlighted in red.
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2.2 Parameters to describe single cell migration
Single cells that actively migrate on a surface without any gradient presented on
the surface or in the medium show a random movement. In order to quantitatively
describe such movement, different parameters can be taken into account, with some
of the most important ones described below.
Velocity (v) The velocity of a migrating cell is obtained from the accumulated
distance (daccum), which represents the whole length of a cell track, and relating it
to the duration of the cell track, the time interval ∆t, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
v =
daccum
∆t
=
∑i
k=1 rk+1 − rk
tk+i − tk (2.1)
However, if the movement is not linear, the velocity is not sufficient for describing
the cell movement, as a high velocity would also result from a cell that is moving
rapidly back and forth within a small area without being significantly delocalized
after a longer period of time.
rk
rk+ideuclid
B
rk
rk+1 rk+i
rk+i-1
A
daccum
Figure 2.2: Cell track from a random walk movement. Real cell track (green
line) with the positions indicated where the cell position was measured (green dots).
(A) Accumulated distance of the cell track is indicated by the black line. (B) Euclidian
distance of the cell track is indicated by the black line. Figure adapted from [73].
Directionality (D) Directionality in cell movement is calculated by comparing
the euclidian distance (deuclid), the shortest distance between beginning and end of
a cell track, with the accumulated distance (daccum). It is a measure of directness
of a cell trajectory. A directionality of D = 1 would refer to a migration path
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along a straight line.
D =
deuclid
daccum
=
rk+i − rk∑i
k=1 rk+1 − rk
(2.2)
Directional persistence time (P ) and root-mean-square speed (S) A
common feature found for many cell tracks is that cell movement persists in the
same direction over short times, but over longer times directional changes oc-
cur in a random way. This observation has led several investigators to math-
ematically model random cell movement as a correlated random walk [73, 74].
Although some of the underlying assumptions of these models vary slightly, a
common feature of each is that the cell velocity, v, at time t, has a correlation
which decays exponentially with time. Thus, the velocity autocorrelation func-
tion, Gv(τ) ≡ 〈v(t+ τ) · v(t)〉, can be written as follows [73]:
〈d2(t)〉 = 2S2P [t− P (1− e−1/P )] (2.3)
The cell track is assumed to consist of a sequence of n cell positions associated
with a series of increasing time points differing by a constant time increment, ∆t.
If rk represents the position vector at the kth time point, as depicted in Figure 2.3,
then the cell displacement over the time interval ti ≡ i∆t, from rk to rk+i, is:
rk
rk+1 rk+i
rk+i-1
dik
BA
Figure 2.3: Cell track with measured time points. (A) Real cell track (green
line) with the positions indicated where the cell position was measured (green dots) (B)
Obtaining displacement data (i = 3) from overlapping intervals. The dashed lines repre-
sent samples of displacements used in the averaging process. Figure adapted from [73].
dik ≡ rk+i − rk (2.4)
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Let xik be the squared displacement from ri, to rk+i:
xik ≡ dik · dik (2.5)
Then, xik is considered a random variable with expected value ηi ≡ 〈xik〉 = 〈d2(ti)〉,
where ηi is the theoretical mean-squared displacement over ti given by Equa-
tion 2.3. Now, there are different possibilities to calculate the measured mean-
squared displacement x¯i at the corresponding time interval ti from time-lapse video
data. The most simple way is to average several squared displacements over the
cell track as illustrated in Figure 2.3. To maximize the total number of samples
from a single track, ni, one can average squared displacements from overlapping
time intervals (xi,k+1, xi,k+2, xi,k+3, etc.):
x¯i =
1
ni
ni∑
k=1
xik (2.6)
with ni = (n − i). Plotting the obtained mean square displacements versus the
time, typically show an exponential increase in 〈d2(t)〉 and fitting the data to
Equation 2.3 one can obtain the parameters of directional persistence time (P )
and root-mean-square speed (S) which give characteristic information about the
cell migration behavior [73].
2.3 Mechanical forces in cell migration
Cell migration, either of single cells or cell clusters, is dependent on exerting a
traction force on the environment via acto-myosin-based contractions of the cy-
toskeleton and cellular adhesion sites in order to actively delocalize. Experimental
methods have been developed to measure such forces on a micro-scale resolu-
tion [75]. A flat surface, for example, can be coated with a layer of a soft gel with
a stiffness similar to the one found in real tissue (∼0.1-10 kPa) [76, 77] with fluo-
rescently labeled micro beads. Once adherent cells attach to such a flexible surface
and start to migrate, the changes in bead localization are monitored from which
the forces, that the cell exerts on the surface, can be deduced [78–81]. Typical
forces that cells exert on a surface while they are migrating can differ a lot among
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different cell types and they are in the following range: 0.1-85 nN/µm2 [82, 83].
Force measurements of cells embedded in a 3D matrix is much more complex.
To this point most reports describe only morphological changes of the cell sur-
rounding matrix [84] and methods to directly deduce mechanical information from
cells, cultured inside a gel, for example with Young’s moduli of ∼0.6 and ∼1 kPa,
are still rather sophisticated [85]. Additionally, migration mechanisms, especially
traction force generation, of cells moving through a 3D matrix might be funda-
mentally different to the force generation on a flat surface. Theoretical models,
for example, propose a mechanism of cell motility in confinements, that only relies
on the coupling of actin polymerization at the cell membrane to the geometric
confinement and does not require any specific adhesion to ECM ligands [86].

Chapter
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Objective
Cell migration is a complex and highly orchestrated process which is, on one side,
controlled by intracellular processes and, on the other side, highly dependent on the
mechanical and chemical composition of the ECM or the presence of neighboring
cells. Hence, in vitro model systems, too, are required to mimic characteristic
attributes of the ECM, depending on which biological questions are to be addressed
during the experiment.
It was the objective of this work to develop specific in vitro model systems that
provide particular attributes for migration studies and use them to characterize
and quantify cell migration under highly controlled conditions. Two distinct in
vitro model systems were developed that should enable the investigation of the
following biological questions:
• How does the organization of the keratin cytoskeleton influence the deforma-
bility and invasiveness of single pancreas tumor cells? How are migration
dynamics changed when cells are either moving inside confined 3D environ-
ments or on flat 2D surfaces?
• How are migration dynamics of a collective epithelial cell sheet influenced
by its initial size, shape? Does a critical size of the cell sheet exist, at which
intrinsic cohesive properties start to dominate over single-cell behavior; that
is to say, when does an ensemble of cells start to show collective properties?
In the following parts II and III of this thesis, two different model systems are
described that were developed to study either the invasiveness of single cells in a
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confined 3D environment or to study collective migration properties of cohesive
cell clusters. Each part starts with a biological motivation and a description of the
experimental approach, followed by the materials and methods section, the results
section including the cell experiments, and the discussions. In the last part of the
thesis, the conclusions are presented together with an outlook.
Part II
Microfabricated channel
structures to study cell migration
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Motivation and experimental approach
Migration of tumor cells has been extensively studied due to its importance in
the process of cancer metastasis [8, 87]. Tumor cells in a primary tumor are
able to abandon their initial environment and migrate through the surrounding
parenchyma, enter the circulatory system and invade other, healthy tissues. On
this journey, the cells need to regulate their migratory and invasive behavior and
are exposed to a variety of mechanical interactions like shear stress and deforma-
tion [75,88,89]. Remarkably, it was reported that upon pharmacological inhibition
of MMPs, cells, instead of proteolytically degrading their local environment, were
forced to “squeeze” through a collagen fiber network accompanied by drastic cell
and nuclear deformation upon migration [59]. These deformations require substan-
tial reorganization of the cytoskeleton and other organelles. In fact, the mechanical
properties of a cell are likely to be crucial for its migratory behavior in a given
environment [88].
For example, migration mechanics of human pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells
Panc-1, a cellular model system expressing mainly keratin 8 and 18 as intermedi-
ate filaments, are highly dependent on the cell’s keratin cytoskeleton organization.
Addition of the bioactive phospholipid sphingosylphosphorylcholine (SPC) leads
to a substantial modification of the keratin network towards a perinuclear rear-
rangement [90, 91]. This results in reduced cell stiffness and enhances the ability
of cells to squeeze through porous membranes in a Boyden chamber assay. Thus,
it is suggested that SPC enhances the metastatic potential of pancreatic tumor
cells [92].
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One objective of this thesis was to develop a new experimental setup that
would allow for the investigation of such invasive cell behavior in more detail,
getting over the limitations given by the Boyden chamber assay, that does not
provide any information about migration dynamics. Therefore, the new setup had
to meet with the following prerequisites:
• Providing a well-defined 3D scaffold/architecture where the cells are able to
migrate and squeeze through,
• Feasibility to conduct live-cell imaging with a statistically relevant amount
of cells and experiments,
• Possibility to chemically modify the surface properties in order to mimic
special ECM functionalities,
• Suitability for long-term observations over several hours or days and
• Assuring high reproducibility for independent experiments.
Thus, a migration assay was developed whose key features are micro-sized
channel structures of various widths, lengths, and heights that are coated with
ECM proteins and can be accessed by the cells. The channel structures are cast
via a replica molding process using the transparent polymer poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) and are bound to a glass slide. As arrays of neighboring microchannels
are arranged in close proximity, cell migration dynamics at multiple channels can
be simultaneously monitored using an automated microscope.
To compare directed migration in a confined 3D channel with directed migra-
tion on thin quasi-1D lines, where only a small part of the cell membrane is in
contact to the surface, a microcontact printing (µCP) process was applied where
the flat surface of a passivated petri dish was patterned with adhesion mediating
fibronectin lines.
The PDMS-based channel structures can be coated via physisorption of pro-
tein filaments like collagen or fibronectin that exhibit specific ligands to the cells
and mimic the ECM. The physisorption of the proteins generates homogeneously
coated surfaces which is sufficient for a big variety of in vitro applications.
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To further increase the control over concentration and spacial distribution of
ECM-mimmicking ligands on the microstructured surface, a technique was devel-
oped that combines the replica molding of micrometer-sized features of a PEG-
based hydrogel with the transfer of nano-sized gold particle patterns on the surface
obtained via BCMN. Such 3D microstructured and protein repellant hydrogels,
decorated with different patterns of gold particles on the surface, can be selectively
functionalized with ligands derived from the ECM or other molecules that bind to
the gold particles.
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Materials and methods
5.1 Fabrication of micro-sized channel struc-
tures
A two-step photolithography process with high aspect ratio features of the me-
chanically robust SU-8 photoresist was applied. Casting molds with structures of
two different heights were used for replica molding with the transparent PDMS
polymer. The whole assembly process of the migration chips is summarized in
Figure 5.1 and the single steps are described in the following paragraphs.
photomask
Si wafer
SU-8 resist
photomask
Si wafer
SU-8 resist
Si wafer
SU-8 resist
glass slide
PDMS
Figure 5.1: Overview of the two-step photolithography and replica molding.
First, a thin layer of photoresist is exposed with a photomask that determines the width
and height of the channels. In the second exposure step a thicker layer of photoresist
is applied to control the channel lengths and the height of the reservoirs. The wafer
with the developed photoresist is used for replica molding with the transparent PDMS
polymer. The polymerized replica is peeled off the casting mold and covalently bound
to a glass slide.
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5.1.1 Photolithography
Migration chips with two different layouts were developed. In one of them, 40
channels and the reservoirs are incorporated into a closed microfluidic framework,
while in the other 320 channels of different size are located in an open config-
uration, that can be directly filled with the cells and medium using a pipette.
Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of the chrome masks that were used in the two-
step lithography process for each migration chip. The layouts of the masks were
drawn with AutoCAD (Autodesk, USA) and the tailor-made chrome masks were
purchased from Masken Lithographie & Consulting (Germany).
The first, thin layer of SU-8 10 photoresist (MicroChem, USA) was spin-coated
onto the freshly cleaned silicon wafer and defined the height of the microchannels
(11 µm); detailed parameters of the photolithography steps are summarized in Ta-
ble 5.1. After soft baking, the channel widths were defined (7–15 µm) via exposure
with the first chrome mask on a mask aligner (MJB4; SUSS, Germany) using the
G-band of a mercury arc lamp (HBO 350 W; Osram, Germany). Subsequently
after the post exposure bake, a second, much thicker, layer (150 µm) of SU-8 2075
photoresist (MicroChem, USA) was spin-coated on the first layer. Exposure with
the second mask, that was aligned to the structures from the first exposure step,
allowed for the building of two reservoirs for media on both sides of the chan-
nels and thereby also determined the channel length (50, 150 and 300 µm). The
reservoirs were relatively high (150 µm) in order to provide the cells with enough
media for more than 24 hours. After the second post-exposure bake the struc-
tured wafer was developed (mr-Dev 600; Microresist, Germany) and hard baked.
All solvents used in the lithographic process were purchased in Selectipur® grade
(BASF, Germany).
5.1.2 Replica molding and chip assembly
The surface of the structured master wafer was coated with a monolayer of a perflu-
orated alkylsilane to facilitate the following lift-off process of the PDMS. For that,
the surface of the freshly structured silicon wafer was activated under a reactive
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A
B
first mask second mask outline of a
final casting mold
Figure 5.2: Illustaration of tailor-made chrome masks. The first mask is con-
fining the channel widths while the second defines the channel lengths and the shape
of the reservoirs. Alignment masks in the corners are needet to align the second pho-
tomask correctly on the wafer. The schematic is not to scale and black areas indicate
the transparent regions of the chrome mask. (A) Layout of the two photomasks that
were used to obtain the casting mold for the migration chip that is incorporated into a
closed microfluidic system. Four migration chips are simultaneously processed on one
three inch wafer. In each of the four migration chips, 40 microchannels are contained.
By rotation of the first mask, with respect to the second one, the amount of possible
channel dimensions can be increased. (B) Layout of the two photomasks used for the
migration chip that can be directly filled with a pipette. One migration chip at a time
is processed on a a two inch wafer with a total of 320 channels.
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Table 5.1: Photolithography parameters for SU-8 resist. Process steps to obtain
thicknesses of 11 and 150 µm
SU-8 10 photoresist
clean I 3 min acetone
clean II 3 min isopropanol
rinse deinoized water
dry I blow dry with nitrogen
dry II 10 min 200°C
spread cycle 5 sec 500 rpm; acceleration 100 rpm/sec2
spin cycle 35 sec 3000 rpm; acceleration 300 rpm/sec2
pre-bake 2 min 65°C
soft bake 5 min 95°C
exposure 5 sec first mask, hard contact
post exposure bake 1 2 min 65°C
post exposure bake 2 4 min 95°C
SU-8 2075 photoresist
spread cycle 30 sec 500 rpm; acceleration 100 rpm/sec2
spin cycle 60 sec 1000rpm; acceleration 200 rpm/sec2
soft bake 6 h 95°C (ramp from 65°C); slow cooling
exposure 10 sec second mask, hard contact
post exposure bake 15 min 95°C (ramp from 65°C); slow cooling
develop 4 min with intermediate sonication steps
rinse isopropanol
dry blow dry with nitrogen
hard bake 10 min 200°C and slow cooling to r.t.
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oxygen plasma (5 sec with 150 W and 0.1 mbar O2 in a PVA TePla100 plasma oven;
TePla, Germany) and subsequently placed inside an exsiccator together with two
drops of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorsilane (#448931, Aldrich, Germany)
placed on a glass slide next to the wafer. In order to saturate the atmosphere
with the silane, a vacuum was applied until the boiling pressure of the perfluo-
roalkyltrichlorosliane was reached (∼ 10−3 mbar) and left to incubate for at least
2 hours.
For replica molding, the PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning, Ger-
many) consisting of a base and a curing agent, was mixed in a ratio of 10:1. In
order to get rid of bubbles, the mixture was degassed in an exsiccator under vac-
uum until no more bubbles appeared. This freshly prepared mixture was cast over
the structured silicon wafer placed in a petri dish, evacuated again until the PDMS
was completely degassed and finally cured overnight at 65°C in a convection oven.
The cured replica was cut out with a scalpel, gently peeled off and examined under
a light microscope for the quality of the microstructures.
To seal the PDMS-based replica onto a glass slide, glass slides were cleaned in
an Extran MA01 (Merck, Germany)/Water (1:3) bath, sonicated for five minutes,
subsequently rinsed with deionized water, dry-blown with nitrogen, and heated for
30 min at 110°C in order to remove the water on the surface. The glass and PDMS
surfaces were activated for 20 seconds under an oxygen plasma with a pressure of
0.1 mbar and a power of 150 W. Gently pressing the PDMS on the glass and
heating to 75°C for 10 min allowed for a permanent and irreversible bonding of
the chip. Finally, the chip was again examined under a light microscope to confirm
the proper bonding of the PDMS microchannel structures onto the glass.
5.1.3 Preparation of the migration chip for cell experi-
ments
For the migration chip connected to a microfluidic system, blunt syringe needles
(30-G; Transcoject, Germany) were pushed through the PDMS down to the reser-
voirs to connect them to microfluidic tubings and a 1 mL syringe. The needles were
sealed with epoxy glue (Uhu plus schnellfest; Uhu, Germany) in order to prevent
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leakage. Prior to use, each chip was heated for 1 hour to 110°C for steriliza-
tion, carefully flushed with water to remove all air bubbles, followed by phosphate
buffered saline (PBS), before a 50 µg/mL bovine or human fibronectin solution
(#33010018, #33016015; Life Technologies, Germany) was injected. In migration
chips where the channels were not incorporated into a microfluidic circuit, the
channels were filled with fibronection solution directly after bonding to the glass
while the activated PDMS was still hydrophilic. The fibronectin solution was in-
cubated for 3 hours at room temperature (r.t.) or over night at 4°C, permitting
physisorption of the protein filaments on the surfaces and making the PDMS cell
adhesive. Directly before the experiments started and cells were introduced into
the migration chip, the fibronectin solution was exchanged by normal cell culture
medium and the whole migration chip was pre-warmed at 37°C.
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5.2 Microcontact printing of cell-adhesive lines
For the study of cell migration on line structures, ultra-low attachment culture
dishes (Corning, USA) which are covered with a thin hydrogel layer, were pat-
terned with cell adhesion-mediating fibronectin lines via µCP. In the µCP process
a PDMS replica was used as a stamp that molded from a photolithographically
structured wafer. The photolithography parameters were the same ones as de-
scribed for the first step in section 5.1.1 and the linear grooves on the stamp
were 7 µm wide, 11 µm high, and 5 mm long. A 50 mg/mL fibronectin solution
(#33016015; Life Technologies, Germany) was used for the printing with 25% of
the fibronectin fluorescently labeled with Atto488 (Atto-Tec, Germany) in order to
visualize and control the printing efficiency. The single steps of the µCP process
are summarized in Table 5.2. Subsequently after printing the fibronectin lines,
dishes were filled with culture medium and ready for cell experiments.
Table 5.2: Protocol for microcontact printing. This process allows for patterning
the surface of ultra-low attachment dishes with ECM proteins.
step duration
1 take a freshly cast stamp
2 30 sec immerse in acetone
3 60 sec immerse in isopropanol
4 blow dry with argon
5 60 sec incubation with fibronectin solution
6 5 sec immerse in PBS
7 blow dry with argon
8 + 9 print twice
10 repeat from step 2
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5.3 Fabrication of nano-patterned micro-sized
topographies
In order to obtain micro-sized grooves with the walls decorated with patterns of
gold nanoparticles, the following approach was developed. Microstructures were
first anisotropically etched into silicon wafers with reactive ion etching (RIE).
Then, the etched microstructures were patterned with gold nanoparticles via block
copolymer micellar nanolithography (BCMN). In a following step, the gold par-
ticles on the surface of the microstructured silicon wafer can be transferred and
covalently bound to a biologically inert PEG hydrogel as depicted in Figure 5.3.
1. Photoresist on wafer
4. Nanolithography
2. RIE 3. Photoresist removal
6. Cell experiments
silicon wafer
photoresist gold nanoparticles
PEG hydrogel
glass slide
holding frame
5. PEG transfer
Figure 5.3: Experimental approach to fabricate nano-patterned microstruc-
tures. (1.-3.) First, microstructures with vertical side-walls are anisotropically etched
into a silicon wafer using a RIE process and a photoresist that is locally protecting
regions of the silicon wafer that shall not be etched. (4.) Then, the remaining mi-
crostructured surface is covered with patterns of gold nanoparticles. (5. and 6.) In a
replica molding process the microstructures can be transferred together with the gold
particles to a PEG-based hydrogel and used for cell experiments.
5.3.1 Silicon microstructures
Silicon wafers (two inch, 〈100〉 orientation, p-type; Siegert Consulting, Germany)
were patterned with a 1.5-1.8 µm thin layer of the photo-reversal photoresist AZ
5214E (Clariant, Germany) with the single processing parameters summarized
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in Table 5.3. The AZ 5214E is called photo-reversal because it can be used as
a positive or negative photoresist, depending on the processing steps; in these
experiments it was used as a positive resist. For the developing step, a solution of
AZ 351B (Clariant, Germany) with deionized water (1:4) was used.
Table 5.3: Photolithography parameters for AZ 5214E resist. This protocol
leads to resist thicknesses of 1.5-1.8 µm.
AZ 5214E photoresist
clean blow with nitrogen
spin cycle 20 sec 4000 rpm; acceleration 570 rpm/sec2
soft bake 2 min 100°C
exposure 1.5 sec hard contact
wait 5 min r.t.
reversal bake 1 min 45 sec 120°C
photo-reversal 10 sec flood exposure
develop 2x15 sec developer solution
rinse H2O
dry blow dry with nitrogen
The silicon wafers, pre-structured with photoresist, were directly placed into
a dry reactive ion etcher (Plasmalab 80 Plus; Oxford Instruments, UK) for
anisotropic etching (RIE). In order to obtain rectangular walls of the etched
features, multiple repetitions of etching and passivation steps were applied. For
silicon, fluorine is the primary etching agent, supplied by the SF6 gas, while CF2
supplied by the CHF3 gas is passivating the sidewalls [93, 94]. The parameters
of etching and passivation steps are summarized in Table 5.4. The wafers were
processed at -10°C and 100 iterations of the etching cycle resulted in groove depths
with 10 µm deep vertical sidewalls.
After the RIE process, the remaining photoresist was dissolved in dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) and the structures were thoroughly rinsed in deionized water.
Organic residues were etched away by immersion of the microstructure for 2 hours
in a 1:3 mixture of 30% (v/v) H2O2 and H2SO4. After thoroughly rinsing with
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Table 5.4: Anisotropic reactive ion etching parameters. The following etching
parameter were repeated 100 times at a temperature of -10°C in order to obtain etching
depths of 10 µm.
t p CHF3 SF6 PRF PICP
(sec) (mTorr) (sccm) (sccm) (W) (W)
etching 8 sec 50 0 20 30 90
passivation 5 sec 18 15 40 25 300
deionized water, the structures were blown dry with nitrogen and ready for the
following nano-patterning step.
5.3.2 Nano-patterning of silicon microstructures
Silicon microstructures were decorated with patterns of nano-sized gold particles
by using BCMN [53]. The diblock copolymer solution was prepared by dissolv-
ing 102 mg of the poly(styrene)-block-poly(2-vinylpiridine) (PS-b-PVP) (P4988-
S2VP; Polymer Source Inc., Canada) with a molecular weight of PS(110000)-b-
PVP(52000) in 20.4 mL ortho-Xylol (Merck, Germany) and stirred over night at
r.t.. By adding 30.6 mg tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4) (Sigma, Germany) to the
micellar polymer solution, the micelles were loaded with the auric acid at a mo-
lar loading ratio of 0.25. The solution was stirred over night at r.t. in order to
obtain a high monodispersity of the micells’ size. Then, 100 µL of the micellar
solution were dropped on the microstructured silicon wafers while excessive so-
lution was removed with a tissue at the edge of the wafer and the solution was
let to completely evaporate. In order to reduce the auric acid to elemental gold
and remove the diblock-copolymer, the substrates were treated for 45 min with a
hydrogen/argon (1:9) plasma with a pressure of 0.4 mbar and a power of 150 W
(100-E; PVA-TePla, Germany).
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5.3.3 Replica molding of PEG-hydrogel
PEG diacrylate (Mw = 700, 6 mL) was mixed with 390 µL of a freshly prepared
saturated aqueous solution (7.6 mg/mL) of the photo-initiator 2-hydroxy-4’-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (#410896; Aldrich, Germany), degassed
and stirred under nitrogen atmosphere. A casting chamber with the structured
silicon wafer on the bottom and a quarz glass on top, separated by a 4 mm thick
spacer was filled with the PEG solution and irradiated under UV-light for 300 sec
with an intensity of 4.5 W/cm2 (Lightning cure LC8; Hamamatsu, Japan) in order
to initiate the radical polymerization. Swelling of the hydrogels in deionized water
resulted in detachment from the casting chamber.
5.4 Material characterization techniques
5.4.1 White-light interferometry
Height profiles of the developed photoresist patterns on the wafers were measured
with a white-light interferometer (NewView 5000; ZygoLOT, Germany) and the
raw data was analyzed with the MetroPro software (V 7.10.0; ZygoLOT, Ger-
many).
5.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy
For scanning electron microscopy imaging, PDMS replicas were coated with a
50 nm gold layer in a sputter coater (0.5 bar, 60 mA, 60 sec; BalTec MCS 010;
Leica, Germany) to reduce charging effects of the polymer during imaging. To
image the microstructure of the PDMS replica, a field emission scanning electron
microscope was used with a Schottky cathode (Zeiss Ultra 55, Carl Zeiss, Germany)
with an acceleration voltage of 3–10 kV, at a pressure of < 5 · 10−6 mbar, a beam
diameter < 5 nm and the InLens detector.
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5.5 Cell experiments
5.5.1 Cell culture
Human pancreatic epithelial cancer cells (Panc-1) (European collection of cell
cultures, UK), and Panc-1 stably transfected with keratin K8-eCFP/K18-eYFP
(P1) [95], kindly provided by Professor Seufferlein (Martin-Luther-University
Halle-Wittenberg, Halle), were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) (#10938; Life Technologies, Germany) and supplemented with 10%
FBS (#A11-151; PAA Laboratories, Germany), 1% L-glutamine (#25030; Life
Technologies, Germany) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (#15140148; Life Tech-
nologies, Germany). The medium for the P1 cells contained in addition 0.03%
hygromycin B (#ant-hg-1; Invivogen, France) and 1% gentamycin (#47991; Serva
electroporesis, Germany) as selection agents for the transfected cells. For sub-
culturing and prior to experiments, cells were detached with 0.25% trypsin-
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (#T4049; Sigma). The keratin morphol-
ogy of adherent cells was changed by adding sphingosylphosphorylcholine (SPC)
(Merck, Germany) from a 10 mM aqueous stock solution to a final concentra-
tion of 10 µM. Diameters of suspended cells were automatically measured with a
Z2 Coulter Counter (Beckmann Coulter, Germany) via an electrical sensing zone
method.
5.5.2 Cell migration and live-cell imaging
Prior to the experiments, cells were resuspended in medium containing 5% FBS
with a final concentration of 1–2*106 cells/mL. Approximately 100 µL of this cell
suspension was gently introduced into the chip to seed the cells in close proximity
to the channels. Image capturing for time-lapse videos was started 30 min after
cell seeding for non-SPC treated cells or otherwise 60 min after addition of SPC.
Phase-contrast live-cell imaging was performed in a heated and air-humidified
chamber built around an automated inverted microscope (Axio Observer.Z1, EC
PlanNeofluar 10x/0.3 Ph1; Carl Zeiss, Germany) and controlled with the Axio-
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Vision software (AxioVision V.4.6; Carl Zeiss, Germany). The motorized stage
enabled the observation of up to 320 channels in one experiment. For time-lapse
videos, images were taken every four minutes at each position over a period of
16 h. Confocal live-cell images of P1 cells were taken with a spinning disk setup
UltraVIEW ERS LiveCell Imaging scanner (PerkinElmer, USA) connected to an
inverted microscope (Axio Observer.Z1, LD C-Apochromat 40x/1.1W Korr UV-
VIS-IR, Carl Zeiss, Germany), an argon/krypton laser (488/568/647 nm; Melles
Griot, USA) and controlled with the Volocity 3.6 software (PerkinElmer, USA).
5.5.3 Immunocytochemistry
Filamentous actin, keratin and nuclei of fixed Panc-1 cells were fluorescently la-
beled and imaged under the microscope; for the detailed steps of the staining pro-
tocol see Table 5.5. Cells were fixed with 4% para-fomaldehyde (PFA) (#P6148;
Sigma, Germany) in PBS and permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X100 (#T8787;
Sigma, Germany) in PBS and blocked with fish skin gelatine (#G7765; Sigma,
Germany). Keratin localization was detected with the monoclonal pan-cytokeratin
(KL1) antibody (#IMG-80127; Imgenex, San Diego, CA) in combination with
Alexa488 chicken anti mouse (#A-21200; Life Technologies, Germany) antibody;
filamentous actin was visualized with AlexaFluor568 phalloidin (#A12380; Life
Technologies, Germany) and nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (#H3570;
Life Technologies, Germany). For fluorescent imaging, coverslips with fixed cells
were mounted on coverslides using Aqua-Poly/Mount (#18606; Polysciences, Ger-
many). Images were acquired with an AxioCam MRm3 charged coupled device
(CCD)-camera on an Axio Observer.Z1 inverted microscope equipped with a Plan-
Apochromat 63x/1.4Oil objective and a Colibri light emitting diode (LED) illu-
mination system (all Carl Zeiss, Germany).
5.6 Image analysis and data processing
Images were processed and analyzed using the ImageJ software [96]. The manual
tracking plug-in was used to follow migration of the cells inside the channels on flat
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Table 5.5: Staining protocol for Panc-1 cells. Labeling of keratin, filamentous
actin and nuclei.
wash 1x 37°C PBS
fix 1x 15 min 4°C 4% PFA in PBS
wash 2x 2 min r.t. PBS
permeabilize 1x 10 min r.t. 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS
wash 3x 2 min r.t. PBS
block 1x 10 min r.t. 0.2% gelatine in PBS
first antibody 1x over night 4°C mouse α-cytokeratin 1:200 in 0.5%
Triton X-100/0.2% gelatine in PBS
wash 6x 20 min r.t. PBS
second antibody 1x 2 h r.t. AlexaFluor 488 chicken α-mouse IgG
1:1000; AlexaFluor 568 phallodin 1:50;
Hoechst 33342 0.2 µg/mL in 0.5%
Triton X-100/0.2% gelatine in PBS
wash 6x 20 min r.t. PBS
surfaces or on adhesion-mediating lines. The data obtained from the cell tracking
were processed using routines written with MATLAB (Version 7.5; The Math-
Works, USA). To determine the nuclei diameters, cells were stained with 0.2 µg/mL
Hoechst 33342 and average diameters were calculated by taking the projected flu-
orescent areas (A) of the cells and simply calculating the corresponding diameters
(d) of a perfectly spherical shape with the geometric equation d =
√
A
pi
∗ 2.
In order to quantify the different behaviors of the cells that contacted the chan-
nels, each instance was assigned to one of the following three different categories.
(i) Cells that penetrated the channels with their cytoplasm to a depth of at least
20 µm were classified as penetrating cells. This minimum limit of penetration
depth was chosen in order to exclude cells that were moving perpendicular to the
channel direction without a change in their directionality (8% of the total number
of interacting cells for the -SPC and 12% for the +SPC condition). (ii) All the
cells that completely entered the channel structure and then stopped migrating or
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turned around were called invasive cells. (iii) Cells that migrated completely to
the other side of the channel were termed permeative cells. Finally, cells that were
still migrating through the channels when the image acquisition stopped after 16
hours (13% for -SPC and 27% of the cells for +SPC) were excluded from classi-
fication, as it was not possible to determine their assignment between categories
(ii) and (iii).
The cells’ mean migration speeds were measured by tracking the displacement
of the moving cell from frame to frame in a time-lapse experiment. The cell’s
mean speed was then calculated from the obtained Euclidean distances over a
time period of at least 3 h. Analysis of the dynamical change in cell length of cells
migrating inside the channels and on adhesive lines was carried out by plotting
the cell length over time and calculating its mean value within comparable time
frames. The mean cell length was set to one and the respective normalized standard
deviations (s.d.s) were plotted over the time. Low values of the normalized s.d.s
refer to low fluctuations in the cell length (smooth sliding) while higher values
represent higher fluctuations (push-and-pull -like pattern).
Statistical analysis was carried out using MATLAB and Kaleidagraph (Version
4.0, Synergy Software, USA). Errors are given as standard error of means (s.e.m.)
if not differently indicated.

Chapter
6
Results
6.1 Micro-fabricated migration chip
A micro-fabricated device was developed with channel structures mimicking a con-
fined 3D environment. The key feature are micro-sized channels of different lengths
(50-300 µm) and widths (3-20 µm) that are connecting two reservoirs (Figure 6.1
A). Micro-sized structures were fabricated using a two-step photolithography pro-
reservoir
channels
reservoir
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reservoirreservoir
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Figure 6.1: Micro-fabricated channel structures. (A) Schematic of three mi-
gration chips assembled on a glass slide with a close-up of two reservoirs connected by
micro-sized channels. (B) Scanning electron microscope image of the cast PDMS-based
replica showing 7x11x150 µm micro-grooves on a 150 µm high plateau that separates
the two reservoirs in the assembled migration chip. Scale bar, 50 µm.
cess with the mechanically stable SU-8 photoresist that can be used to pattern high
aspect-ratio structures. With the two-step lithography process microstructures of
two different heights are built up. The first layer of photoresist determines the
channel height and width, while the second layer determines the channel length
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and the height of the reservoirs. A rotationally symmetric layout of the photomasks
was chosen and by rotation of the first and second photomask by 90° with respect
to each other during the exposure, the number of possible combinations of chan-
nel widths and lengths was doubled. Figure 6.2 shows examples of two fabricated
wafers that serve as casting molds for the following replica-molding process. Cross-
A B
Figure 6.2: Two different designs of master substrates for migration chips.
(A) Silicon wafer patterned with two layers of SU-8 resist ready for replica molding. Four
migration chip chambers are arranged in a rotationally symmetric way on the wafer. The
four squares are alignment markers that are needed for the correct positioning of the
second photomask. The wafer diameter is thee inches. (B) Silicon wafer patterned with
two layers of SU-8 resist used for replica molding. The mold is for one square-shaped
migration chip where 80 channels are located along each of the four sides. The four
small squares are alignment markers that are needed for the correct positioning of the
photomask in the second exposure step. The wafer diameter is two inches.
linking the silicon based PDMS prepolymer on these master structures leads to a
transparent elastic polymer mold that was gently removed and covalently bound
to a glass slide as shown in Figure 6.3 B. Two different designs of these migra-
tion chips were developed where the microchannels were either integrated into a
closed microfluidic setup where the two reservoirs could be separately filled (Fig-
ure 6.3 A and B) or an easy-to-use open setup with more channels available in
each experiment (Figure 6.3 C) where the cell suspension is directly injected in
close proximity to the channel entrances with a normal pipette. Cell invasion and
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Figure 6.3: Assembled migration chips. (A) Migration chip with connected tubes
for liquid handling and filled with blue ink for better visualization of the reservoirs. Scale
bar, 5 mm. (B) Assembled migration chip with connected needles for liquid handling,
ready for cell experiments. Scale bar, 10 mm. (C) Example of assembled migration chip
that can be easily used for cell experiments by directly injecting the cell suspension into
the middle of the chip. Regions where the microchannels are located are outlined with
yellow dashed lines. Scale bar, 5 mm.
migration through these precisely defined channel structures was monitored un-
der standard cell culture conditions in real-time using an automatically controlled
microscope with transmitted light or fluorescence live-cell imaging. Examples of
such time-lapse videos are shown in Videos A.1.1-A.1.3.
6.2 Migration studies of human pancreatic ep-
ithelial cancer cells
6.2.1 General cell behavior inside the migration chips
Human pancreatic epithelial cancer cells (Panc-1) seeded in the migration chips
showed their typical spreading morphology and migration behavior on the flat
surface in front of the channels where they migrated in a non-directed way. How-
ever, as soon as the cells reached the walls between the single channels, they
started to preferentially move along the walls, a phenomenon known as “contact
guidance” [55,69]. Once the cells approached the entrance of a microchannel, they
were able to migrate through it as long as the channel cross-sections were relatively
large (WxHxL: 15x11x50 µm) as it is shown in Video A.1.1. This permeative mi-
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gration behavior through the channels did not have a major effect on the migration
speed of the cells nor were the cells forced to deform themselves in a substantial
way. However, by reducing the channel width from 15 to 7 µm, only 7% of the
Panc-1 cells that initiated contact with the channels were able to permeate them.
Moreover, they had to deform themselves in a dramatic way to enter the channels
(Figure 6.4 A, B). At channel widths of 3 µm cells were not able to invade the
channels although parts of their cytoplasm extended into it as shown in Figure 6.4
C.
A B
C
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Figure 6.4: Interaction of cells with channel structures. (A) Images of a
time-lapse video with a SPC-treated Panc-1 cell permeating a channel (7x11x150 µm).
For better visualization, the cell was encircled manually. Timesteps are indicated in each
image; scale bar, 50 µm. For the whole sequence see Video A.1.2. (B) Panc-1 cell inside
a channel (7x11x150 µm) migrating from left to right with labeled cytokeratin (green),
actin (magenta) and nuclei (blue), non-SPC-treated. Scale bar, 10 µm. (C) Scanning
disk live-cell image of a P1 cell with fluorescently labeled keratin 8 and 18 (green)
penetrating a channel (3x11x150 µm). The cell membrane inside the narrow channel is
highly deformed while the spherical nucleus is located outside at the channel’s entrance.
Scale bar, 10 µm.
In order to estimate the volume that a cell occupies inside the channels, the
corresponding cell volume was calculated from the diameter of cells in suspension
that was measured to be 19±2 µm. Thus, a cell migrating inside a 7 µm wide,
11 µm high and 150 µm long channel will occupy one third of the total channel
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volume. Assuming that the cell volume remains constant for the cells in suspension
and inside the channels, the change in geometry from a sphere in solution to a
rectangle, caused by the confined geometry of the channel, leads to a 1.6 fold
increase in total surface area of the cell.
6.2.2 SPC alters spatial keratin organization, 2D cell mi-
gration, and invasive cell behavior
Treatment of Panc-1 cells with SPC leads to a change in the organization and
distribution of the keratin filaments inside the cell. Under normal cell culture
conditions, keratin filaments are distributed all over the cytoplasm with a slightly
higher concentration around the nucleus as it can be seen in the fluorescently
labeled cells in Figure 6.5. After incubation of the cells with a 10 µM SPC solution
keratin
actin
nuclei
 -SPC  +SPC 1h  +SPC 16h
Figure 6.5: SPC-effect on cytoskeleton structure. Panc-1 cells without SPC
treatment (-SPC) and after 1 hour and 16 hours of incubation with 10 µM SPC (+SPC).
Fluorescently labeled cytokeratin (green), filamentous actin (magenta) and the nuclei
(blue). Scale bar, 50 µm.
for 1 hour, the keratin filaments get highly compacted and concentrated around
the nucleus, a reorganization that can be still observed, although less drastic, after
an incubation time with SPC of 16 hours (Figure 6.5). At the same time, the SPC
treatment also increases the motility of Panc-1 cells on a flat surface. However, not
all of the cells respond tot he SPC treatment as quantified by optically examining
the keratin organization of immunostained cells. In the absence of SPC, about
33% of the Panc-1 cells exhibited a predominantly perinuclear organization of
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keratin 8/18 filaments. This number increased to about 66% in the presence of
the bioactive lipid which is in accordance with previous data [91].
Migration speeds of cells on flat surfaces were measured with cells that migrated
on the flat areas inside the migration chip. The non-treated cells migrated at
speeds of 0.32±0.04 µm/min (N = 195), while upon SPC treatment this value was
significantly increased by a factor of 1.5, leading to migration speeds of 0.47±0.1
µm/min (N = 252). More details of the migration dynamics will be discussed in
section 6.2.3.
Cells inside the channels are highly elongated as shown in Figure 6.4. The
organization of the cell’s keratin and actin network as well as the elongated nucleus
inside the channels can be seen for a fixed and fluorescently labeled cell in Figure 6.4
B and the keratin dynamics of a P1 cell inside a channels is shown in Video A.1.3.
In order to describe the behavior of the cells that initiated contact with the
channels, they were assigned to one of the following three categories: (i) penetrating
cells, (ii) invasive cells and (iii) permeative cells as described in section 5.6. An
example of a cell permeating a microchannel is shown in Figure 6.4 A and examples
of all three different behaviors can be seen in Video A.1.2. The categorized behavior
of cells that interacted with the microchannels is summarized in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Summary of Panc-1 cell interactions with the channels. Non-
SPC-treated cells (-SPC, 4 experiments, N = 100) and cells treated with 10 µM SPC
(+SPC, 4 experiments, N = 115).
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In the absence of SPC, the amount of cells that invaded or permeated the
channels was relatively low, 19% and 7%, respectively, as compared to the 73% of
cells that only penetrated the channels while their nuclear region stayed outside
the channels. This ratio changed significantly once the cells were treated with
SPC. The addition of SPC resulted in a highly increased permeative behavior of
the cells. In response to SPC treatment 33% of the cells permeated the channels,
which is a 4.7-fold increase over the permeative behavior of non-SPC-treated cells.
This difference in cell behavior is remarkable, given that not 100% of the cells
respond to SPC treatment as described above.
To elucidate whether the nucleus size played a role in determining the cell’s
invasive behavior, the nuclei diameters of cells growing on a flat surface were
measured, with respect to SPC treatment. The non SPC-treated cells had nuclei
diameters of 17.0±0.4 µm (N = 77), and cells exposed to SPC for 1 hour and 4
hours had nuclei diameters of 14.9±0.17 µm (N = 196) and 15.9±0.27 µm (N = 75),
respectively. Thus, the nuclei diameters were reduced by 12% after 1 hour of SPC
treatment. Nevertheless, the compacted nuclei with a diameters of 14.9±0.17 µm
were still too big to fit into channels with a cross-section of 7x11 µm without being
deformed.
6.2.3 3D channel structures have an impact on migration
dynamics
Cell migration of Panc-1 cells was analyzed on flat 2D surfaces (Figure 6.7 A)
and compared with the one inside 3D channels (Figure 6.7 B). In order to elu-
cidate whether the 3D architecture of the channel walls or only the restriction
in directionality by the channels changed the migration phenotype of the cells,
migration behavior of Panc-1 was additionally monitored along 1D adhesive lines
(Figure 6.7 C and Video A.1.4).
Comparing the 2D migration speed of non-SPC-treated cells (0.32±0.04
µm/min) with the migration speed inside the channels, an approximately three-
fold increase was observed for both, non-SPC-treated (1.06±0.1 µm/min; N = 13)
and SPC-treated cells (1.19±0.1 µm/min; N = 26). However, migration speed in-
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side the channels was not significantly increased upon SPC treatment with speeds
of 1.06±0.1 µm/min before and 1.19±0.1 µm/min after SPC treatment.
Cell migration speed along the lines was slightly higher than inside the channels
(1.2±0.19 µm/min; N = 12) and also not significantly influenced by SPC treatment
(1.15±0.01 µm/min; N = 13). The different migration speeds are summarized in
Figure 6.7 D.
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Figure 6.7: Migration speeds in different environments. (A–C) Examples
of cells migrating on a flat surface (A), inside a channel (B), and along an adhesion
mediating line (C). All cells are migrating from left to right and the position of the
front (green triangle), center (blue circle) and rear (red square) are indicated; scale
bar, 50 µm. (D) Comparison of the migration speed of cells migrating either on a flat
2D glass surface, through microchannels or along adhesion mediating lines with respect
to the presence of SPC. The average speed of Panc-1 cells on a flat glass surface 2D
is increased upon treatment with SPC. Migration speed in microchannels is generally
higher but not affected by SPC treatment; that is also the case for migration on lines.
Statistics: student’s t-test, p-value as indicated; error bars show s.e.m..
To investigate whether the tumor cells show a coordinated and characteristic
movement, leading edge, nucleus, and rear edge of permeating cells and cells on
adhesive lines were separately tracked, as indicated in Figure 6.7 B and C. Plotting
the absolute position inside the channel versus time, two characteristic patterns of
motion can be distinguished: a smooth sliding motion and a stepwise push-and-pull
behavior (Figure 6.8 A and B, respectively).
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Figure 6.8: Cell migration dynamics inside channels and on lines. (A) Typical
profile of a sliding-like migration pattern inside a channel with a width of 7 µm where the
cell’s front, center, and rear are moving in a synchronous, almost equidistant manner.
(B) Typical profile of a push-and-pull -like migration behavior of a cell on an adhesion
mediating line with a width of 7 µm. The distance between between the cell’s front
rear changes in an oscillating manner independent of the nucleus displacement. (C,
D) Length variation of individual cells during migration, normalized to the mean cell
length (black line). Standard deviations (s.d.) of the mean length are indicated by the
shaded rectangle. Sliding-like migration is characterized by smaller s.d.s (C) than the
ones obtained for push-and-pull -like patterns (D). (E) Distribution of normalized s.d.s
of single cells performing a directed migration inside channels or along lines. The lines
indicate mean values.
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The sliding pattern is characterized by a quasi-equidistant movement of the
front and rear of the cell. To quantify the quasi-equidistant movement, the s.d.
of the normalized mean cell length was calculated; an example of variation in
cell length normalized to its mean length and the corresponding s.d. is given in
Figure 6.8 C. For the cells inside channels this normalized s.d. was found to be 8%
(N = 19); see Figure 6.8 E.
In contrast, the push-and-pull migration pattern is characterized by a variation
of the cell length in an oscillating manner (Figure 6.8 D), similar to the classical
stepwise migration pattern of fibroblasts on a flat surface as described in section 2.1
and [70]. This leads to an increased normalized s.d. of the mean cell length with
a value of 24% (N = 19) for the cells migrating on adhesive lines see Figure 6.8 E.
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6.3 Invasiveness of medulloblastoma cells
In collaboration with Stefan Pfister and Alfa Bai at the German Cancer Research
Center (DKFZ) in Heidelberg, Germany, the migration chips were used to test
the migratory and invasive potential of cells that originate from medulloblastoma
(MB), a highly malignant primary brain tumor that originates in the cerebellum
or posterior fossa [97].
In molecular biology and medical research, the identification of micro ribonu-
cleic acids (miRNAs) as mediators of various centrally important cellular processes
has been an important improvement in understanding molecular cell functions
within the last years. These short, non-coding ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecules
(21-25 nucleotides) are known to play important roles in tumorigenesis and to dis-
play distinct expression signatures within different cancer types [98,99]. However,
the specific roles of miRNAs in the biology of MB, the most frequent malignant
brain tumor in childhood remain poorly understood.
The MB cell lines DAOY (#HTB-186, American Type Culture Collection,
USA) and Med8A were selected for functional validation according to their differ-
ent expression levels of candidate miRNAs. The miRNA miR-182 is a potential
cancer associated miRNA, a so called oncomir, of MB subtype which is triggered
by the non-sonic hedgehog pathway [100]. The DAOY cell line is characterized
by a high native expression level of miR-182, compared to the rather low levels of
miR-182 in the Med8A cell line [101].
Stable overexpression or transient knockdown of miR-182 and miR-183 in the
MB cell lines DAOY or Med8A did not consistently affect proliferation, but signif-
icantly changed their migratory and invasive behavior as tested with conventional
scratch assays [101]. However, it was not known in how far different expression
levels of miR-182 change migration dynamics and invasive behavior on a single-cell
level.
In order to further examine the migration dynamics, the developed migration
chip was used to monitor and quantify changes in migratory and invasive behavior
of DAOY and Med8A cells in more detail [101]. For the migration studies of MB
cells, migration chips were employed with channel dimensions of 5x11x300 µm as
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this was the channel cross-section where the MB cells showed the highest variations
in invasive behavior depending on the varied miRNA expression levels.
The image sequence in Figure 6.9 A shows an example of a DAOY cell per-
meating a microchannel with the dimensions of 5x11x300 µm. Two clones of sta-
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Figure 6.9: Invasive behaviors of MB cells. (A) Image sequence from a time-
lapse video showing a DAOY cell permeating a 5x11x300 µm channel. The outline of the
DAOY cell was manually marked with black lines for better visualization; scale bar, 100
µm. (B) Relative invasiveness of DAOY cells when either stably overexpressing miR-
182 (182K1 and 182K2) or after transient knockdown with siRNA treatment (si182)
compared to empty vector transfected control (pCMX) and scramble negative siRNA
treatment control (siCtrl). Statistics: Dunnett contrasts with *: p < 0.001and **: p
= 0.03. (C) Percentage of invasive Med8A cells, stably transfected with empty vector
(pCMX), or overexpressing miR-182 (182K1, 182K2). All bars indicate the mean values
±s.d. of three independent experiments. Figure adapted from [101].
bly transfected DAOYcells, overexpressing miR-182 (182K1 and 182K2) as well as
DAOY cells, with transientelly knock-down of mi-R182 with siRNA, were tested re-
garding their invasive behavior with the results shown in Figure 6.9 B: Stable over-
expression of miR-182 increased the average invasiveness 2.6-fold (DAOY-182K1)
and 2.9-fold (DAOY-182K2) compared to DAOY cells with the empty pCMX vec-
tor (DAOY-pCMX), respectively. Inversely, DAOY with transient knockdown of
miR-182 by small interfering ribonucleic acid (siRNA) treatment showed a sig-
nificantly reduced invasiveness of 0.6 fold as compared to negative controls with
empty vector (pCMX) and scramble negative siRNA (siCtrl). Examples of the
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differently treated DAOY cells are shown in Videos A.2.1-A.2.4
Two stably transfected clones of Med8A cells, overexpresing miR-182 (182K1
and 182K2) were also tested regarding their invase behavior into microchannels
of 5x11x300 µm. In contrast to the DAOY cells, Med8A cells transfected with
an empty vector (pCMX) showed no migratory behavior and were not capable of
invading the 5 µm wide channels. However, after miR-182 overexpression, Med8A
cells became slightly migratory and a considerable proportion of invasive cells were
observed, (Figure 6.9 and Video A.2.5 and A.2.6), consistent with the findings in
DAOY cells.
Supported by these findings it could be further demonstrated in additional in
vitro and in vivo experiments that overexpression of miR-182 drives metastatic dis-
semination and that inhibition of miR-182 is a molecular target for the treatment
of metastatic MB [101].
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6.4 Micro-sized hydrogel channels with nano-
patterned walls
Structuring materials at different length scales is an important and demanding
challenge, in particular for studying biological systems, but also in the field of
materials science in general. Especially, at the interphase where synthetic materials
get in contact with living cells, it is of high importance to structure and bio-
functionalize materials. Structuring and functionalization methods, typically aim
for specifically mimicking characteristics of the ECM that control and influence
the cell behavior.
In this section an approach is introduced which allows for the fabrication of
a PEG-based hydrogel with a microstructured topography that is decorated on
its surface with gold nanoparticles. Such a complex composite material can be
tuned in the following ways: First, the stiffness of the hydrogel can be adjusted
via different monomer lengths and cross-linking densities, to adjust the gel to
different stiffnesses that correspond to different stiffnesses of the ECM. Second,
as the gel is polymerized in a microstructured casting mold, a variety of micro-
sized gel topography can be obtained, that may mimic scaffolds of the ECM in the
micrometer range. Finally, the gold nanoparticles provide a chemical contrast to
the remaining surface of the hydrogel, which allows for selectively functionalizing
the gold particles, for example with specific ligands of the ECM while the hydrogel
remains protein repellant. Additionally, the density and size of the gold particles
can be adjusted, which allows for the control of concentration and distance between
single ligands presented on the surface.
The results of the fabrication steps are presented and discussed in the the
following. The photo-reversal photoresist AZ 5214E, used as a negative tone photo
resist, was found to be well suited to passivate the surface of a silicon wafer that
were anisotropically etched using a RIE process with gas mixtures of SF6 and
CHF3. The AZ 5214E processing was adjusted to form a 1.5-1.8 µm thin layer
at the irradiated regions with a slightly undercut profile as shown in the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image in Figure 6.10 A.
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Figure 6.10 B and C show etched microstructures with the passivating pho-
toresist still covering the silicon. The microstructures were etched between 7 and
10 µm deep, and as seen in Figure 6.10 C ablation of the resist during the etching
resulted in a reduced layer thickness of 1.1 µm.
A B C
Figure 6.10: Photoresist on silicon wafer before and after RIE. (A) Profile
view of developed AZ 5214E photoresist with a thickness of 1.7 µm and an undercut
profile. Scale bar, 1 µm. (B) Profile view of an anisotropically etched silicon wafer with
a protective photoresist layer above the non-etched area. Scale bar, 5 µm. (C) Tilted
view on 3 µm thick line, covered with photoresist. Scale bar, 5 µm.
Once the remaining photoresist was dissolved, the final microstructures, com-
prising linear features with a width of 3-10 µm and a height of 10 µm, were ob-
tained on the etched silicon (Figure 6.11 A and B), while only sparsely distributed
nano-sized pillars were found as imperfections on the etched surface.
In the following step, the obtained microstructured silicon mold was patterned
with gold nanoparticles by means of BCMN. Typically, BCMN is used to pattern
large areas (hundreds of square micrometers) of flat silicon or glass surfaces with
hexagonally ordered nanoparticles (e.g. gold-spheres with a diameter of 5-10 nm)
with an inter-particle distance adjustable between roughly 20 to 200 nm. The high
order and the variation in inter-particle distance is obtained through a controlled
dewetting of a micellar solution in an organic solvent (dip-coating).
As for flat surfaces the dewetting of the micellar solution can take place in
a very homogeneous way, this was not the case for microstructured silicon sub-
strates where capillary forces at the corners of the walls lead to an accumulation
of the micellar solution while the top of thin microstructures dewetted even faster
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A B
Figure 6.11: Microstructured silicon wafers. (A) Tilted view on 7 µm thick and
10 µm high lines on etched silicon. Scale bar, 100 µm. (B) Tilted view on 3 µm thick
and 10 µm high lines on etched silicon. Scale bar, 100 µm.
than plain surfaces. Therefore, the dewetting technique was modified and the
best results were obtained by directly spotting the micellar solution on the struc-
tured wafer with a glass pipette while ensuring a fast dewetting by soaking up the
excessive solution with a clean tissue.
Examples of the BCMN process applied on microstructured silicon wafers are
shown in Figure 6.12. Typically, the nano-patterning with the gold particles was
incomplete on the top of the micro-sized silicon walls, while on the bottom corners
high gold particle concentrations, so called “multi-dots” were formed.
The last step in the fabrication of the nano-patterned microstructures was the
casting of the PEG hydrogel on the microstructured silicon mold while simulta-
neously transferring the gold particles onto the hydrogel via a UV light initiated
radical poymerization reaction as reported elsewhere [53]. Figure 6.13 shows pho-
tographs of the structured silicon mold, the mold with a PDMS cage that can be
filled with the PEG monomer solution, and the final polymerized PEG hydrogel
with the microstructures.
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A B
C D
Figure 6.12: Silicon microstructures patterned with gold nanoparticles. (A)
Multi-dots found at the left and right bottom of a 3 µm wide wall. Scale bar, 1 µm.
(B) Sparsely distributed gold nano particles on top of a 3 µm thick line. Scale bar,
1 µm. (C) Tilted view on a 10 µm high wall with gold nanoparticles homogeneously
distributed on the side-wall. Scale bar, 1 µm. (D) Gold nanoparticles on the top plane
of a microstructured silicon wafer. Sparsely distributed gold particles at the beginning
of a 3 µm thick wall are indicated with white arrows. Scale bar, 5 µm.
A B C
Figure 6.13: Microstructured silicon wafer and hydrogel casting. (A) Reactive
ion etched silicon wafer with microstructures. (B) PDMS barrier for the PEG casting
step on a structured silicon wafer. (C) Polymerized microstructured PEG hydrogel.

Chapter
7
Discussion
7.1 Single cell migration through micro-sized
channels
7.1.1 Invasiveness and migration dynamics of Panc-1 cells
With the developed migration chip, channel structures of sub-cellular dimensions
have been applied to study cell deformation and invasiveness as well as migration
dynamics and coordination of cellular movement. The setup tailored for transmit-
ted light or fluorescence live-cell imaging applications. Due to its precise channel
architecture, it allows for a quantitative analysis of mechanical deformation for
cells migrating through confined 3D environments. In the last few years, similar
channel architectures for studying leukocyte migration inside a confined 3D en-
vironment have been used [102, 103]. Recently, Irimia et al. [104] examined the
migrational persistence of cancer cells inside micro-sized channels, demonstrating
the usefulness of such single-cell based approaches.
Using the functionality of the migration chip, the question was addressed,
whether the known effect of SPC on Panc-1 cells (decreasing the cells’ stiffness) also
enables the cell-driven invasion into confined spaces. Beil et al. measured a drop
in the Panc-1 cells’ elastic modulus from about 28 to 16 mN/m upon SPC treat-
ment using a microplate-based single-cell stretcher [91]. Using a Boyden chamber
assay they correlated this decrease in stiffness to an increased ability of the cells
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to squeeze through the membranous pores. In the present study, the behavior of
cells initiating contact with channels of a cross-section of 7x11 µm, a size at which
the Panc-1 cells were hardly able to squeeze through, was characterized and quan-
tified. Employing the precisely confined channel architectures, on the one side the
results of Beil et al. were confirmed, as a five-fold increase in the number of cells
permeating the channels upon SPC treatment was observed and on the other side
the migration dynamics inside the channels could be characterized and quantified.
The enhanced invasive behavior upon treatment with SPC may be explained
by using a simple two-component model. First, there is the motor unit with the
driving actin-polymerization (lamellipod) in the front of the cell and the contrac-
tive acto-myosin assembly at the rear. Secondly, there is the rather passive and
voluminous cell body being pulled upon migration (Figure 7.1). For an invasion
motor unit
cell bodyif Fcell > Fdef :motor unit
cell body
FcellFdef
Figure 7.1: Schematic of a simple two-component model describing cell
invasion.
into the channel, the cell needs to deform the cell body requiring compression of
the keratin network and the nuclear region. Inside the channels, nucleus shape
and keratin network structure deviate from the normal spatial distribution in the
cell as shown in Figure 6.4 B. Assuming that Panc-1 cells are able to generate
only a finite force, it can be speculated that the motor unit of a non-SPC-treated
Panc-1 cell is not able to pull the cell body into a channel with a width of 7 µm.
This speculation is supported by observations on neutrophil leukocytes migrating
inside small capillaries. These cells are able to counterbalance a maximal hydro-
static counter-pressure of 1.5 kPa by generating a traction force of 38 nN inside
the capillaries [105]. Additionally, it was shown for leukocytes that the spatial
organization of intermediate filaments plays a major role for the cells’ migratory
behavior [106].
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Beyond elucidating the effects of size-exclusion on the invasive behavior of cells,
the migration chip permitted the quantification of drastic differences in 2D and 3D
migration speeds. This property is of particular importance since recent studies
attributed increases in migration speed to the dimensionality of the cell environ-
ment [32, 107]. The observed increase in 2D speed after SPC treatment might be
attributed either to the keratin reorganization and softening of the cell or to the
known enhancement of filamentous actin formation by SPC [90]. As the speed in-
side the channels is not affected by SPC treatment it seems reasonable to speculate
that the SPC-effect on actin may not be the major factor, but that the different
keratin morphology might cause the increased migration speed on flat surfaces.
Assuming that the nuclear region and keratin envelope of a cell inside a channel
is in a compacted state, its steric hindrance should have only a minor influence on
the migration, independent of SPC treatment. If SPC-enhanced actin dynamics
were the predominant reason for the observed increase in migration speed on 2D
surfaces, this should also lead to an increased speed inside the channels which was
not observed. Thus, SPC facilitates the initial invasion into the channel but seems
not to affect the further migration speed inside the 3D environment.
Recent research has identified different migration phenotypes in 2D and
3D [32,61,107]. In particular, an adhesion independent migration mechanism has
been reported for leukocytes in a 3D matrix [61]. Based on a theoretical model
such a migration mechanism may be attributed only to partial pressure differences
between the leading and rear edge without the necessity of specific cell-surface
adhesion [86]. With the migration chip this particular migration mechanism was
tested and two distinct migration phenotypes were revealed that are proposed to
occur in either a 2D or 3D environment. Doyle et al. observed a coordinated migra-
tion in fibroblasts moving on thin 1D lines with a width of up to 5 µm [32]. They
argue that this behavior depends exclusively on the width of the adhesive lines and
resembles the behavior in 3D. Similarly to their experiments, it was found in this
work that the majority of the cells showed a 2D-typical push-and-pull -like move-
ment when migrating on 7 µm wide lines. However, inside the channels with the
same width the majority of the cells showed a sliding-like movement. Therefore,
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it is proposed that the transition from a 2D to a 3D or 1D migration mechanism
depends not only on the line width but is also determined by the contact area with
the environment, this case the channel walls.
In summary, a detailed investigation was made to study migration dynamics of
human pancreatic cancer cells inside microchannels with a particular focus on the
effects of keratin reorganization induced by the bioactive phospholipid SPC. Be-
yond previous knowledge, it was demonstrated that the SPC treatment of Panc-1
cells increases their ability to invade and permeate narrow channels. Hence, the
study may contribute to a more detailed understanding of how cancer cells invade
the surrounding tissue and also escape from a primary tumor (permeate through
the stroma), the first step in tumor spreading. Furthermore, the existence of two
different migration phenotypes depending on the dimensionality of the cell envi-
ronments is shown. Thus, the migration chip provides an easy-to-use experimental
tool to promote current research on 3D migration behavior on a single-cell level.
7.2 Nanopatterned microchannels
Micro-sized grooves were etched into silicon substrates and patterned with of gold
nanoparticles via block copolymer micellar nanolithography (BCMN). These nano-
patterned microstructures can be directly used as a mold for casting microstruc-
tured PEG hydrogels while simultaneously transferring the gold patterns to the
surface of the hydrogel within one polymerization step. The PEG hydrogel is
repellant to protein and cells adhesion while the gold particles can be easily func-
tionalized by covalently binding small molecules or protein fragments. Thus, the
presented combination of anisotropically etching silicon substrates with BCMN is a
further development, extending the possible applications of the BCMN [53] towards
nano-patterned 3D microstructures. However, BCMN on 3D microstructures did
not lead to hexagonally ordered patterns of gold nanoparticles. The evaporation
of the solvent is the crucial step for distributing the metal salt containing micells
homogeneously on the surfaces. On non-flat surfaces this evaporation is locally
influenced by the surface topography as capillary forces along corners are reduc-
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ing the evaporation speed which leads to a local increase in micelle density and
multi-dot formation during the plasma treatment.

Part III
Collective cell migration on
photo-switchable substrates
69
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8
Motivation and experimental approach
Many cell biological phenomena that are observed in in vitro studies are influenced
by the spatial organization of the cells, the interactions of the cells with artificial
surfaces and the interactions among neighbouring cells.
It has been shown for fundamental processes that cell adhesion restricted to
geometrical confinements, provided by patterns of adhesion-mediating ligands on
biologically inert surfaces, can significantly influence cell behavior. On a single-cell
level, for instance, the size and shape of adhesive areas provided to endothelial cells
was shown to govern whether the cells would grow or die [45]. Another example
are multicellular ensembles that grow in a confined geometry: In endothelial and
epithelial cell sheets that were grown under geometrically confined conditions, it
was reported that regions of highest accumulation of proliferation events were
found to be located along the edges of the cell sheets where the cells experience
the highest tensional stress [48].
The cell-adhesive patterns for these experiments were obtained by µCP, a
method that allows for patterning surfaces with patterns of adhesion-mediating
molecules at a resolution down to a few micrometers. However, a main drawback
of patterning surfaces via conventional µCP is, the fact that as soon as cells are
seeded on the patterned surfaces, no change in the size of the adhesive areas is
possible. This limitation of the µCP technique is excluding its application for the
study of migration and expansion of cells that are only initially confined to specific
areas.
However, different attempts have been made in the past to dynamically con-
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vert a non-adhesive surface into an adhesive one under cell culture conditions in
order to study cell migration from spatially confined starting conditions. Following
the basic principle of the scratch assay, as described in section 1.2.1, a confluent
layer can be, for example, manipulated by disrupting and removing cells via a
microfluidic sheer flow [108] or electroporation of the cell membranes in selected
regions [109]. Other, less disruptive, methods are based on the principle that cells
are initially seeded in restricted areas where cell migration starts upon removing
either a teflon barrier [110], a PDMS stencil [111–113], by opening a microflu-
idic channel [114]. Alternatively, electrochemically induced desorption of entire
passivated areas [115, 116] or pre-defined regions [117] were used in combination
with µCP techniques to study cell migration dynamics from confined starting con-
ditions. However, the usage of these methods is still restricted either by their
limited flexibility choice of shapes for the restricted areas, or by the fact that re-
lease of the confinements still disrupts some of the cells, especially those located
along the boundaries of the confined areas.
Therefore an improved assay to study collective cell migration in particular or
other cell biological phenomena in general, that can be investigated on micropat-
terned adhesive substrates, has to meet with the following prerequisites:
• Flexible choice of pattern geometries,
• Ability to pattern large areas in a short time,
• High stability of the passivated areas,
• Dynamical and locally resolved switching of non-adhesive into adhesive areas,
• Non-invasive switching process (without any mechanical interference),
• Incorporation of the setup into a microscope setup to directly monitor cell
behavior.
To comply with these requirements, a novel experimental setup was developed
that enabled to study collective epithelial cell migration from precisely confined
cell sheets using a photo-switchable surface passivation technique. The key feature
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of this setup is a passivating PEG monolayer that is covalently bound to glass
substrates via a photo-cleavable group and sensitive to UV light [118,119].
Many cell types such as epithelial cells within a confluent layer are highly inter-
connected and exhibit individual and coordinated cell motility phenomena. This
includes, for example, membrane protrusions of single cells, as well as synchronized
movements of many cells over distances of several cell diameters [81,113,120,121].
In experiments studying collective cell migration, the edges of epithelial cell sheets
expand typically in a non-linear way [113, 122]. Epithelial cells at the boundaries
are, thereby, able to separate into fast moving cells with active lamellipodia pro-
trusions forming tips of boundary outgrowths (“leader cells”) and cells along the
sides and behind of these outgrowths, showing little to no lamellipodia activity
(“follower cells”) [22, 113,123,124]. However, it remains poorly understood which
cell-internal and external factors influence this separation into leader and follower
cells. In particular it is not known, how the geometry of the cell sheet affects the
appearance of leader and follower cells. To tackle this question, highly controlled
starting conditions regarding the geometry and size of the cell clusters are needed
at the point where collective migration is initiated.
The high flexibility of pattern design and the accuracy of the developed in vitro
migration assay was used to study collective cell migration of MDCK epithelial
cells, after being released from initially circular adhesive patterns of different size.
In particular, it was investigated how cell collectives of different size expand into
a freely available surface area. Accordingly, it was studied how geometry, espe-
cially curvature, of cluster boundaries influences and determines the cells’ fate and
the appearance of leader cells and dynamics of cell sheet expansion was quantified.
Furthermore, it was analyzed in which way the incubation time of the cells in their
spatial confinement alters cell-cell interactions and modulates their collective be-
havior. By controlling and varying the geometry of the initial adhesive area it was
possible to directly relate characteristics of cell behavior along cluster boundaries
to the initial incubation time, size, and shape of the cell sheet.

Chapter
9
Materials and methods
9.1 Preparation of photo-switchable substrates
The single steps of the surface functionalization to obtain photo-switchable
substrates is depicted in Figure 9.1. First, glass coverslips with a thickness
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Figure 9.1: Schematic of the surface functionalization reactions. The photo-
cleavable silane coupling agent (5) is first bound to an activated glass surface. After
reaction with a primary amino-PEG the surface becomes biopassivated. Irradiation with
UV-light leads to a photo-cleavage of the 2-nitrobenzyl in which the PEG is detached
from the surface.
of 0.12–0.17 mm (Matsunami, Japan) were cleaned and activated (hydroxyl-
terminated) with piranha solution (sulfuric acid/hydrogen peroxide, 7:3) for 1
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hour at 100°C; all chemicals used, if not indicated differently, were purchased
either from Wako (Japan), TCI (Japan) or Sigma-Aldrich (USA). After being
cooled to room temperature, the substrates were rinsed with deionized water
and dried under nitrogen flow. The photo-cleavable linker 1-[5-methoxy-2-nitro-4-
(3-trimethoxysilylpropyloxy)phenyl]ethyl N-succinimidyl carbonate (1) which was
provided by our collaboration partner Professor Kazuo Yamaguchi at the Kana-
gawa University, Japan (31 mg, 0.3 mmol; detailed synthesis protocol is provided in
Appendix C and [118,119]) was dissolved in dry toluene (200 mL) with 0.01% (v/v)
acetic acid (20 µL) and the freshly cleaned glass substrates were immersed into this
solution for 1 hour at r.t. under nitrogen atmosphere. The silanized substrates (2)
were rinsed tree times with toluene and three times with acetonitril, sonicated in
acetonitril for 15 min and dried under nitrogen flow. In order to make the surface
non-adhesive for cells, PEG12k-amine was bound to the photo-cleavable linker on
the glass surface by immersing the silanized glass substrates in 200 mL acetoni-
tril containing triethylamine (1.43 µL, 0.05 mmol) and PEG12k-amine (120 mg,
0.05 mmol, Sunbright MEPA-12T; NOF Corporation, JAPAN) over night at r.t.
under nitrogen atmosphere. Finally, the substrates (3) were washed with acetoni-
tril, sonicated for 10 min, dry blown with nitrogen and stored protected from light
under nitrogen atmosphere until further experiments were made. Irradiation of
the surface with UV-light triggers the cleavage of the linker (4) while releasing the
ammino-PEG. The remaining surface (4) shows an increased hydrophobicity com-
pared to the PEG-terminated one (change in contact angle from 47° to 60°) [118]
and becomes cell adhesion mediating as depicted in Figure 9.2.
9.2 Experimental setup
Figure 9.3 shows the stepwise UV irradiation and cell seeding procedure that was
used to study cell behavior on micropatterned surfaces. First, the homogeneously
covered and functionalized glass coverslip with the PEG covalently bound to the
surface via the photo-cleavable linker were cut into small pieces of approximately
5x5 mm which were immersed for sterilization in 70% ethanol for 5 min, dried
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Figure 9.2: Illustartion of the working prinicple of photo-switchable surface
passivation. Cell adhesion on the surface is initially inhibited by a monolayer of PEG
that is covalently bound to the surfave via a photo-cleavable linker. Cleavage of the linker
that is sensitive to UV light releases the PEG and the surface becomes cell adhesion
mediating at the irradiated regions on.
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Figure 9.3: Stepwise UV irradiation and cell seeding procedure for exper-
iments with photo-switchable substrates. All steps can be carried out and moni-
tored with the substrate mounted on an inverted microscope.
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under air flow and glued with Twinsil (Picodent, Germany) on a glass-bottom
dish (MaTek, USA). The glass-bottom dishes were filled with PBS and placed on
the stage of an inverted microscope (XI81, UPlanSApo 10x/0.4; Olympus, Japan
or AxioObserver, Fluar 10x/0.5; Carl Zeiss, Germany), equipped with a mercury
arc lamp (HBO 103W/2; Osram, Germany). By inserting a photomask into the
position of the field diaphragm of the reflected light, the patterns on the photomask
were projected onto the glass surface using a conventional filter cube, normally used
for fluorsecent imaging (excitation G365, beam splitter FT395, emission BP445/50,
49HE; Carl Zeiss, Germany) as depicted in Figure 9.4. Irradiation of the surface
excitation 
filter
field 
diaphragm
dichroic 
mirror
objective lens
photomask
microscope
cells on photo-patterned 
glass bottom dishstage
Hg lamp
Figure 9.4: Illustration of the image-projection exposure setup implemented
into an inverted microscope. Patterns on the photomask are focused on the substrate
through the objective by inserting the mask into the light path at the position of the
field diaphragm. Figure adapted from [125].
with UV-light dose of 10 J/cm2 triggered the cleavage of the the PEG-chains, thus
making the surface cell adhesive. After replacing the PBS with normal cell culture
medium, cells were seeded onto the photo-patterned coverslips and experiments
were carried out as described in the section below.
Prior to each exposure cycle the UV-intensity at the focal plane was mea-
sured with a UV-meter (UIT-250 UVD-S365, λ = 300-400 nm; Ushio, Japan or
OMM-610B with a OMH-6732B Silicon PowerHead 350-530 nm; ILX Lightwave,
Germany). The photomasks used in these experiments were high resolution (5080
dpi) printed transparencies commonly used for offset printing (Heidelberg Lino-
type Signasetter Pro on high-end Fuji-film; Printfactory GmbH, Germany). The
projection exposure with the samples mounted inside the microscope allowed for
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fast and multiple patterning of several patterns at different positions.
9.3 Cell experiments
9.3.1 Cell culture
MDCK epithelial cells and MCF-7 breast cancer cells were obtained from RIKEN
cell bank, Japan. Cells were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO2 in minimum essential
medium (MEM) (#M4655; Sigma, Japan) supplemented with 10% heat inacti-
vated FBS ( #S1820-5009; BioWest, Japan), 1% MEM non-essential amino acids
(#11140; Sigma, Japan), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (#168-23191; Wako, Japan)
and freshly added L-glutamin (#G7513; Sigma, Japan). The MCF-7 medium was
additionally supplemented with 1% sodium pyruvate (#190-14881; Wako, Japan).
For subculturing and prior to experiments, cells were detached with 0.25% trypsin-
EDTA (#T4049; Sigma, Japan).
9.3.2 Cell patterning and photo-induced migration
Cells were seeded on the photo-patterned substrates at a density of 3.5*105
cells/cm2. One hour after seeding, non-attached cells were removed by chang-
ing the medium. After an incubation time, typically between 9 and 38 h, a second
UV-light exposure with a dose of 10 J/cm2, this time of the whole substrate (flood
exposure), released the confinement and triggered cell migration. Irradiating the
cells a single time with 10 J/cm2 is not harmful and showed no mayor effect on
cell migration behaviour, as observed during the experiments and quantified pre-
viously [126].
Phase-contrast live-cell imaging was performed in a heated and air-humidified
chamber (INU-ONI-F1, Tokai Hit, Japan) on the motorized stage (Molecular De-
vices, USA) of an automated inverted microscope (XI81, UPlanFLN 10x/0.3 Ph1;
Olympus, Japan) and controlled with the MetaMorph software (Version 7.6.3.0;
Molecular Devices, USA) while images were captured with a CCD camera (Retiga
EXi; QImaging, Canada). The motorized stage enabled the observation of multi-
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ple positions in one experiment. For time-lapse videos, images were taken every
2–4 minutes at the selected positions over a period of 2–24 hours.
9.3.3 Immunocytochemistry
Filamentous actin, E-cadherins and nuclei of fixed MDCK cells were fluorescently
labeled and imaged under the microscope; for the detailed steps of the staining
protocol see also Table 9.1. Cells were fixed with 4% PFA (#P6148; Sigma, Ger-
many) in PBS and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X100 (#T8787; Sigma, Ger-
many) in PBS and blocked with bovine serum albumin (BSA) (#A2153; Sigma,
Germany). E-cadherin localization was detected with the monoclonal DECMA-
1 antibody (#ab11512; Abcam, UK) in combination with Alexa488 donkey anti
rat (#A21208; Life Technologies, Germany) antibody; filamentous actin was visu-
alized with AlexaFluor568 phalloidin (#A12380; Life Technologies, Germany)and
nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dilactate (DAPI) (#D3571;
Life Technologies, Germany). Images were acquired with an AxioCam MRm3
CCD-camera on an AxioExaminer upright microscope equipped with a W-Plan-
Apochromat 40x/1.0 objective and a Colibri LED illumination system (all Carl
Zeiss, Germany).
9.3.4 Labelling cells for fluorescence live-cell imaging
The cytosol and nuclei of MCF-7 were fluorescently labeled for live-cell tracking. A
stock solution of CellTracker Green CMFDA (#C7025, Life Technologies, Japan)
was obtained by dissolving 50 µg CMFDA in 10 µL DMSO. In order to obtain a 5
µM working solution, 1 µL of the stock solution was added to 2 mL serum free cul-
ture medium. Cells were incubated with this staining solution for 15 min at 37°C;
subsequently the medium was replaced with normal culture medium and after an
incubation time of 30 min, cells were washed with PBS once and phase-contrast
live-cell imaging was started with standard cell culture medium. Directly before
image acquisition started, Hoechst 33342 (#H3570; Life Technologies, Japan) with
a final concentration of 0.2 µg/mL was added to the medium.
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Table 9.1: Staining protocol for MDCK cells. Labeling of E-cadherin, filamentous
actin and nuclei.
wash 1x 37°C PBS
fix 1x 15 min 4°C 4% PFA in PBS
wash 3x 2 min r.t. PBS
permeabilize 1x exact 3 min r.t. 0.1% Triton X-100 inPBS
wash 3x 2 min r.t. PBS
block 1x 30 min 37°C 3% BSA in PBS
wash 1x 2 min r.t. PBS
first antibody 1x over night 4°C rat α-E-cadherin DECMA-1 1:1000
in 1% BSA in PBS
wash 3x 15 min r.t. PBS
second antibody 1x 60 min 37°C AlexaFluor 488 donkey α-rat IgG
1:500;
AlexaFluor 568 phallodin 1:40;
DAPI 1:500 in 1% BSA in PBS
wash 3x 15 min r.t. PBS
9.4 Image analysis and data processing
9.4.1 Automated image segmentation
Phase-contrast images of the cell clusters were binarized using automated routines
written in MATLAB (Version 7.5; The MathWorks, USA). First, a sobel filter was
applied to detect intensity gradients in the image and it returned the edges where
the gradients had their maxima as a binary image. MATLAB automatically calcu-
lates a certain threshold gradient above which edges are identified. This threshold
was fine-tuned for every individual time-lapse video. The edges, obtained from the
sobel filter were modified by subsequent steps of dilating, closing, thinning, and
eroding as provided by the MATLAB code in the Appendix D.1).
In the dilation process, a linear structuring element with a length of 5 pixels
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was used to probe and expand the shapes in the input image.
With the closing routine the space between all interconnected regions was filled,
which was suitable for circular cell sheets, but it would also fill the inner hole of
donut-shaped patterns. For donuts, a different strategy was chosen where the hole
of the donut was automatically detected in the first frame of the image sequence
and the holes of the following frames were identified by choosing the object that
had the highest overlap with the hole from the previous frame. The thinning of the
detected object was applied to preserve thin boundary shapes that were masked
in the dilation step.
For the final eroding step, a diamond-shaped structuring element with a di-
ameter of 2 pixels was used to probe and smoothen the shapes in the binarized
image.
The obtained binary image shows the size and shape of the cell sheets. Each au-
tomatically analyzed image was interactively examined and, if necessary, manually
corrected.
9.4.2 Cell densities
The initial mean cell areas within each cell sheet were calculated in order to assure
comparable starting conditions among the evaluated cell sheets. Only clusters with
a initial mean cell areas in the range between 440 and 900 µm2/cell were selected
for the later analysis. To obtain the values of initial mean cell area for each cell
cluster, the surface area of the whole cell cluster, obtained from the automated
image segmentation, at the time point of confinement release was divided by the
initial number of cells that was manually counted in the phase-contrast images.
9.4.3 Spatiotemporally resolved migration dynamics
For angular resolved protrusion activities the center of mass of the cell cluster in the
first frame of the segmented time-lapse video was calculated. Its position was used
as origin for the following analysis. Protrusion rates of the membrane, towards
or away from the origin, were calculated along angular segments with a resolution
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of 1°, starting at the top and turning in clock-wise direction (see MATLAB code
provided in the Appendix D.2). Averaged displacement rates of the boundaries
were calculated from 4 minutes intervals while images were recorded at two minutes
per frame which allowed for reducing the background noise that was mainly caused
by the automated image segmentation.
A surface plot, color-coded for the calculated protrusion rates, was plotted
to visualize the protrusive activities of each angular segment over time. Positive
protrusion rates (warm colors) indicate to a movement away from the center and
negative values (cold colors) indicate a movement towards the origin.
9.4.4 Cell sheet expansion
In order to quantify the temporal expansion of the circular cell sheets, mean cluster
radii were calculated at each time point. Therefore, the cluster area, obtained from
the segmented time-lapse videos, was used to calculate a mean radius using the
geometric equation: r =
√
A
pi
, with the radius (r) and the area (A). From this
data, the increase in mean cell area was calculated between the time point of
confinement release and two hours later.
9.4.5 Leader cell quantification
Leader cells were identified by their active lammellae protrusions at the clusters’
boundaries. The protrusion dynamics were manually observed in the time-lapse
videos to identify the leader cells one hour after the confinement was released.
In order to compare the amount of leader cells that evolve at the cell clusters’
boundaries of different initial sizes, the number of leader cells was normalized to
a frequency of leader cells per perimeter unit by dividing the number of counted
leader cells with the initial perimeter of the cell cluster:
fLC = frequency of leader cells per perimeter unit
=
number of leader cells ∗ 100µm
initial perimeter
(9.1)
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Results
10.1 Cluster expansion of MDCK cells
10.1.1 Photo-controlled cell adhesion and triggered cell
migration
In order to control cell adhesion and trigger migration of MDCK cells, glass slides
covered with a photo-removable PEG monolayer, were used. The PEG was co-
valently linked to the glass via a photo-cleavable 2-nitrobenzyl group, sensitive
to UV light. This property allowed for conversion of the initially passivated sur-
face into a cell adhesion mediating surface by releasing the amino-PEG into the
solution as schematically depicted in Figure 9.2 and published previously [118]:
Passivated glass coverslips were patterned with adhesive areas upon irradiation
with UV light with a wavelength of 365 nm. Cells seeded on these surfaces adhere
and grew only on the initially irradiated areas. A second irradiation step, which
was not harmful for the cells that already grew on the surface, converted the still
inert, PEG-covered, areas within seconds into adhesive ones with the sheets ex-
panding into the idle areas. Hence, these photo-sensitive surfaces permitted not
only an incidental patterning, but also the study of the dynamical behavior of cell
clusters that were released from spatially well-defined confinements. The sequen-
tial steps were carried out with the substrates mounted on the microscope while
simultaneously monitoring the cells via live-cell imaging.
Only the light path of the microscope limited the resolution of the pattern
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size and the passivation with PEG-12k was very stable, permitting even long-term
experiments of several days to weeks under normal cell culture conditions as also
previously reported [118].
Examples of cell ensembles confined in the different circular and donut-shaped
patterns that were used in the following migration analysis are shown in Fig-
ure 10.1. These images show cells that were growing for 20–25 hours on the
initially photo-patterned areas where they formed confluent cell sheets. UV flood
exposure of these substrates would cleave the PEG from the still passivated areas
and initiate cell expansion.
r44
r142/81r142
r104
r75
r173/120
Figure 10.1: Phase-contrast images of MDCK cells growing in confined
photo-patterned areas. Radii of the cell sheets are indicated in the upper left corner
of each image. Scale bar, 100 µm.
It was also possible to obtain cell clusters that grew in more complex structures
like the logo of the Max Planck Society (Minerva’s head) as it is shown in Fig-
ure 10.2. photomask. The image projection exposure of the photomask onto the
substrate is very precise. In this example, the smallest feature size is 14 µm with
cells adhering on it. The deviation of the feature size on the photomask from the
finally covered cell pattern is ±2 µm. An overview of the geometric parameters of
circular and donut-shaped confined cell clusters used in this study are summarized
in the Appendix B.1.
Phase-contrast images of different time points in a typical experiment are shown
in Figure 10.3 for a donut-shaped cell sheet (taken from Video A.3.1): First, the cell
cluster is trapped in a donut-shaped adhesive area and the confinement is released
via UV flood exposure of the substrate. Subsequently, the cell sheet reacts to the
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Figure 10.2: Example of a complex microstructured cell pattern. (A) Pho-
tomask with the logo of the Max Planck Society, Minerva’s head. Scale bar, 1 mm.
(B-D) Fluorescence microscopy image of MDCK cells growing on the adhesive surface
pattern with the shape of the Minerva’s head. Image is shown at different magnification
levels. E-Cadherin localization is labeled with antibodies (blue) and nuclei are labled
with DAPI (yellow). Scale bar, 250 µm (B), 100 µm (C), 25 µm (D).
released confinement and expands on the newly available surface.
-0.5 0 1 2 3 4 h
UV 
ood 
exposure
Figure 10.3: Example of cell sheet expansion on photo-switchable surface
pattern. Cells are seeded on a photo-patterned surface and adhere within the donut-
shaped confinement (-0.5). Upon UV flood exposure the initial confinement is released
(0) and cells start to migrate and expand into the readily accessible area (1-4). For the
whole time-lapse experiment see Video A.3.1. Numbers indicate the time point in hours
before and after flood exposure; scale bar, 100 µm.
An example of triggered cell sheet expansion from a stripe-pattern with almost
linear boundaries is shown in Figure 10.4 and Video A.3.2. It can be noticed that 12
hours after confinement release, the MDCK cells are evenly distributed due to their
high motility within the cell sheet, leading to a homogeneous cell density over the
whole cell sheet. It can be also seen that the finger-like outgrowths preferentially
evolve from the regions with highest boundary curvature (the non-linear regions
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of the cell cluster). MDCK cell clusters expanding from a more complex pattern,
the shape of the Max Planck Society logo, are shown in Video A.3.3.
0 h 12 h
Figure 10.4: Cell sheet expansion from a cluster with linear boundaries. (0
h) Cell sheet expanding from a stripe-shaped cell cluster with initially almost straight
boundaries, directly after confinement release. (12 h) After 12 hours of expansion,
characteristic finger-like outgrowths appear, indicated by the white arrows. The black
line indicates the initial boundary of the cell cluster. Initial width of the stripe was 250
µm; scale bar, 100 µm
In order to assure comparable starting conditions for various experiments the
initial cell number and cluster area for all evaluated circular cell clusters was
determined. For the later data processing and analysis, only cell sheets with
comparable cell densities were selected. Figure 10.5 A shows the initial mean cell
area of the cells within the different circular cell sheets, that was selected to be in
the range between 440 and 900 µm2/cell. Accordingly, a linear increase of initial
cell number with increasing cluster area was observed for all selected and later
analyzed circular cell sheets, compare Figure 10.5 B.
10.1.2 Expansion characteristics of cell clusters
The impact of initial cell cluster size on the migratory behavior was studied by
monitoring the expansion of circular cell clusters with initial mean radii of 44, 75,
104, and 142 µm within the first 2 hours after confinement release. Boundary
outlines were obtained at each time point (see Figure 10.6 A and C).
In order to visualize the movement dynamics of the boundaries, the protrusion
and retraction speeds were calculated at the boundaries in an angular resolved
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Figure 10.5: Initial cell numbers and cell densities of evaluated cell sheets.
(A) Linear increase of initial cell number and cluster area for all evaluated circular cell
sheets. (B) The initial mean cell area was similar for all evaluated circular cell sheets
with values between 440 and 900 µm2/cell. Lines indicate the mean values of each group.
way and plotted versus the time points after confinement release (Figure 10.6 B
and D); warm and cold colors represent protrusion and retraction rates, respec-
tively. As it has been reported for linear cluster boundaries [113], the edges of
cell sheets expand in a non-homogeneous way with some of the cells migrating
faster than others, which leads to higher fluctuations in the protrusion rate plots
(Figure 10.6 B and D). Comparing the changes in average cluster radius over time
for differently sized circular clusters the following expansion characteristics can be
observed (Figure 10.7 A). The mean cluster radius increases over a time period
of 2 hours after a characteristic delay time of about 15 minutes independent of
the initial cluster size. However, significant differences in cluster expansion are
found if the initial incubation time is reduced from 20-25 hours to 9 hours only. In
the latter case, the mean cluster radius increases faster and to about a 1.25-fold
higher value than in the case of 25 hours incubation for the same initial cluster
size (r104, Figure 10.7 A, Video A.3.4). The cell sheet expansion after 9 hours
incubation only, starts nearly without delay after confinement release (Figure 10.6
D and 10.7 A). For an extended incubation time of 38 hours, no change in the
cluster expansion rate is observed (r75, Figure 10.7 A).
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Figure 10.6: Expansion dynamics of circular cell clusters. (A, C) Cell expansion
from a circular cell cluster with an initial radius of 104 µm, incubated for 25 hours (A) or
9 hours (C) before confinement release. A color-coded overlay of all cluster boundaries
from the first 2 hours after releasing the confinement is inserted in the lower right of
each image. The full dynamical behavior can be followed in Video A.3.4. Scale bars,
100 µm. (B, D) Spatiotemporally resolved protrusion activity of the cell sheet boundary.
Positive protrusion rates (warm colors) refer to a movement of the boundary away from
the center, negative (cold colors) towards the center.
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Figure 10.7: Quantification of cell sheet expansion dynamics. (A) Temporal
characteristics of the calculated mean radii of the cell cluster after confinement release
for different initial sizes and preceding incubation times. Cells were incubated between
20 and 25 hours (thick lines), 9 hours (thin red line) or 38 hours (thin yellow line). Mean
values of 4-10 clusters per cluster size are given with errors as s.d.s. (B) Increase in mean
cell area within 2 hours after confinement release for cell clusters of different circular size
and incubation times. Statistics: Boxplot is representing the four quartiles of each data
set, with the box comprising the two middle quartiles, separated by the median. The
upper and lower quartiles are represented by the single lines extending from the box and
their length is restricted to 1.5 times the length of the box. Outliners are indicated as
individual points.
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In order to analyze if all cells, in average, contribute equally to the increase
in cluster size, the increase of the mean cell area was determined after 2 hours
(Figure 10.7 B). Starting with an initial mean cell area of 440 to 900 µm2/cell,
comparable for all cell clusters (Figure 10.5), this value increases in the process of
cell sheet expansion as hardly any cell division occurs within 2 hours of observation.
However, two characteristic regimes were observed depending on the initial cluster
size: For small initial cluster sizes (r44, r75) the mean cell area increases by a
factor of 2.5 and 2.0, respectively, while for larger cluster sizes this increase is less
drastic (1.4 fold for r104, and 1.5 fold for r142, Figure 10.7 B). However, at an
incubation time of 9 hours only, the mean cell area increases by a factor of 2.1
even for the bigger cell cluster (r104). This result suggests that in small clusters all
cells contribute to the expansion since they are close to the boundary. For larger
clusters, mainly cells in proximity to the boundary increase in area whereas they
expand to a smaller degree in the interior of the cluster, if incubated for at least
20 hours (Video A.3.4). These results show, that cell sheet expansion is directly
dependent on initial cluster geometry and incubation time as it is supported by
the further findings.
10.1.3 Boundary curvature affects leader cell formation
As the cell sheet expansion was monitored immediately after confinement release,
it was possible to observe the lamellipodia activity and categorize the cells into
leader cells (expanding, highly active lamellar protrusions) and non-leader cells
(no lamellar protrusions). In order to investigate how much the initial cell cluster
size affects the frequency of leader cell appearance the amount of leader cells was
quantified one hour after confinement release. The absolute median values for the
occurrence of leader cells are given in the Appendix B.2. To compare leader cell
appearance between different cell sheet sizes, the appearance of leader cells was
normalized as defined in section 9.4.5.
The results for cells incubated on the photo-patterned surfaces for 20-25 hours
prior to the release of the confinement are plotted in Figure 10.8. No significant
difference in fLC is observed for the two small cell clusters of r44 and r75 (median
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Figure 10.8: Frequency of leader cell appearance at circular and donut-
shaped patterns of different sizes. Frequencies of leader cell appearance per perime-
ter unit fLC were obtained for cell sheets of different size and shape. To obtain fLC the
number of leader cells at the cell sheet boundaries was counted one hour after con-
finement release and divided by the initial perimeter of the cell sheet, as explained in
section 9.4.5. Statistics: The graph shows an overlay of the single frequencies obtained
(dots) with a boxplot indicating the median values; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-Test with
p-values as indicated.
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fLC of 1.09 and 1.07, respectively). If the initial radius of the cell cluster increases
to 104 µm and 142 µm, however, a decrease in median fLC was observed from 1.07
(r74) to 0.76 (r104) and 0.67 (r142). By increasing the radius of the cell sheet,
the area and thereby the total number of cells in the cluster increases while the
curvature of the boundary decreases. To test whether it is the increasing number
of cells that can interact as a collective, or only the boundary curvature of the
cell sheet that influences the separation into leader and follower cells, the total
number of cells in the sheet was artificially decreased by using donut-like ring
patterns. Keeping the outer radius constant with r = 142 µm, while reducing the
total cell number due to a passivated interior, the frequency of leader cells per
perimeter unit remained unchanged with fLC = 0.67 (r142/81) compared to the
filled circle (r142). By further increasing the radii of donut structures to r = 173
µm (r173/120), there waas even a further drop in median fLC to 0.55, meaning
that less leader cells were formed per perimeter unit.
10.1.4 Cell behavior differs along convex or concave
boundaries
In order to understand if curvature orientation of cell cluster boundaries has an
impact on leader cell formation, cell behaviors were compared at the inner concave
boundary with the ones at the outer convex boundary. In Figure 10.9 A and
Video A.3.6 a representative example of a cell sheet expanding from a donut-
shaped pattern is shown.
The evolution of the boundaries at the inside and outside of the cell sheet is
illustrated in Figure 10.9 B. Particularly striking is the observation that cells at the
outside boundary show a separation into leader and follower cells while the cells
along the inner boundary are moving towards the center in a rather homogeneous
way without leader cells standing out. There are no characteristic regions of altered
protrusion rates for the inside case in Figure 10.9 B, a behavior comparable with
observations of a purse-string mechanism in wound closure [127–130]. Differences
in boundary cell behavior between convex and concave cluster boundaries were
even observed before the confinement of the cell cluster was released. Figure 10.10
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Figure 10.9: Expansion dynamics of donut-shaped cell clusters. (A) Phase
contrast images depicting the expansion of a donut-shaped cell sheet with an initial
outer and inner radius of 173 µm and 120 µm, respectively, incubated for 25 hours prior
to confinement release. A color-coded overlay of all inner and outer cluster boundaries
of the first 2 hours after releasing the confinement is inserted at the lower right of the
image (see also Movie S4). Scale bar, 100 µm. (B) Spatiotemporally resolved protrusion
activity along the outer convex and inner concave boundaries. Positive protrusion rates
(warm colors) refer to a movement of the boundary away from the center, negative values
(cold colors) towards the center.
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A and B show a still image from Video A.3.5 where a cell cluster is incubated in
a donut-shaped geometry over a time period of 5 h. Almost all of the cells along
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Figure 10.10: Cell behavior is not symmetric for cells along convex and
concave boundaries. (A) Confined donut-shaped cell cluster (r142/81); first frame
from Video A.3.5. Cells with lamellar protrusions are indicated with white asterisks
along the outer boundary and a black asterisk along the pattern inside. Scale bar, 100
µm. (B) Close-up of (A). Scale bar, 50 µm. (C) Confined circular cell cluster (r75); first
frame from Video A.3.7. Cells with lamellar protrusions along the convex boundary are
indicated with white asterisks. Scale bar, 50 µm
the outer boundary show lamellar protrusions trespassing the boundary, trying
to adhere on the inert surface (indicated in Figure 10.10 A with white asterisks),
while this behavior is hardly seen at the inner, concave, boundaries (indicated in
Figure 10.10 A with a black asterisk).
10.1.5 Incubation time is important for curvature sensing
and collective behavior
We directly compared the frequency in leader cell formation along the outside
(convex) and inside (concave) boundaries of donut-shaped cell clusters. Frequen-
cies were quantified for cell clusters that had been incubated for different periods
of time (9, 25, 38 h) prior to the confinement release. Medians of the absolute
number of leader cell per cluster are given in the Appendix B.3.
Frequencies of leader cells per perimeter unit fLC , measured at the inside and
outside of the donut-shaped clusters (r142/81) are summarized in Figure 10.11. If
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Figure 10.11: Leader cell formation is altered by incubation time and cur-
vature. Quantification of leader cell appearance 1 hour after confinement release at
donut-shaped cell sheets with an outer and inner radius of 142 µm and 81 µm, respec-
tively (r142/81). Frequency of leader cell appearance per perimeter unit one hour after
confinement release along the inside and outside of the donut was quantified for clusters
with three different preceding incubation times (9 h, 25 h, and 38 h). Statistics, boxplot
with median, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-Test with p-values as indicated.
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cells were incubated for only 9 h, almost all cells along the inner and outer bound-
aries showed high protrusion frequencies, thus leading to values for the median
fLC of 1.38 and 1.45 at the inside and outside, respectively. For incubation times
of 25 and 38 hours frequencies of leader cell appearance were more than halved to
median values of less than 0.67.
In stark contrast to the behavior after 9 hours incubation, symmetry in leader
cell formation at the inside and outside is broken and less leader cells occur along
the concave boundary than on the convexly-shaped outside of the cell cluster. For
the experiments with 25 hours incubation time, the median fLC is 0.20 for the
inside, and 0.67 for the outside, and they are similar after 38 hours with 0.39 and
0.67, respectively. This effect of incubation time on migratory cell sheet expansion
is also consistent with the differences in cell sheet expansion of whole circles (Fig-
ure 10.6 B, D, 10.7 A, B, and Video A.3.4). To elucidate these differences of cell
behavior with varying incubation times, the localization of cell-cell contact form-
ing E-cadherins was visualized via immunofluorescence stainings after incubation
times of 9 and 28 hours (Figure 10.12).
In a confluent epithelial-like sheet of MDCK cells, E-cadherins are typically
localized along the cell-cell contacts as it is seen in the case after an incubation
time of 28 hours, regardless whether the geometric confinement was released or not.
However, after an incubation time of 9 hours only, diffuse signals of E-cadherins in
the cytoplasm were detected, showing no characteristic localization along the cell-
cell boundaries. This observation indicates that the cells had not sufficient time
to form and stabilize cell-cell connecting tight junctions via their E-cadherins.
Actin localization was comparable for cell clusters that were incubated for 9
or 28 hours. The signal of the actin localization was characterized by increased,
ring-like, intensities (transverse arcs) along the inner and outer boundaries with
partly very weak signals, outside these arcs along the outer boundaries of the
donuts (Figure 10.12). Once, the confinement was released and cells migrated into
the open space for two hours, a break in these arc structures was observed at the
tip of the leader cells which was consistent with observations from other epithelial
cells [22].
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Figure 10.12: Immunofluorescence images of MDCK cells seeded on photo-
patterned surfaces. Cell sheets were incubated for 9, 28 hours or 28 hours with
released confinement during the last 2 hours. Nuclei, E-cadherins and actin stainings
were labeled with DAPI, antibodies, and pahalloidin, respectively. Scale bar, 100 µm.
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10.2 Expansion behavior of MCF-7 cell clusters
Photo-patterned glass coverslips were used to grow clusters of human breast can-
cer MCF-7 cells of different shape and size as shown in Figure 10.13 in order to
study their expansion dynamics after confinement release. Although MCF-7 cells
A B C D
Figure 10.13: Examples of MCF-7 cells seeded on photo-patternened sub-
strates. MCF-7 cell sheets incubated on photo-patterned substrates of the following
shapes: (A) Circle with radius r = 70 µm. (B) Equilateral triangle with side length
a = 180 µm. (C) Donut-shaped cell sheet with inner and outer radius r = 140/40 µm.
(D) Square with side length a = 240 µm. Scale bar, 100 µm.
are known to grow with an epithelial-like morphology forming a monolayer of in-
terconnected cells, they hardly migrate and also the morphology of the cluster
boundary is very different than the one of MDCK cells: The boundary MCF-7 cell
clusters is very rough with the cells forming only narrow lamellipodia protrusions
of a short life-time.
The expansion of cell sheets is mainly driven by cell proliferation within the
cluster and cells do not exhibit a crawling-like migration behavior on the surfaces.
For example, Figure 10.14 shows a cell sheet that is expanding rather slowly and
although the edges of the cell sheet expand in a non-homogeneous way hardly
any separation of cells into leader and follower cells is observed, compare also
Video A.4.1. It can be further noticed, that 12 hours after confinement release
the cell density in the newly occupied area is lower than in the lower part of the
image where the cells grew from the beginning. This difference in cell density is
contributed to the low motility of the MCF-7 cells and in stark contrast to the
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motile behavior of MDCK cells which show 12 hours after confinement release a
homogeneous cell density over the whole cell sheet (compare Figure 10.4). Further
examples of MCF-7 cell sheet expansion from different initial patterned shapes are
shown in Videos A.4.2 (triangles), A.4.3 (donut-shape), and A.4.4 (stripe).
0 h 12 h
Figure 10.14: MCF-7 cells expanding into free surface starting from a linear
boundary. Figure shows two still frames from Video A.4.1 at time point t = 0 and
t = 12 hours after releasing the photo-patterned confinement. A rare example of a cell
with higher lamellipodia activity at the edge of the cluster is indicated with the white
arrow. Scale bar, 100 µm.
MCF-7 cells were used to test, whether it is possible to label the cells with
fluorescent dyes in order to follow and analyze the collective migration from the
photo-patterned cell clusters. The cytoplasm was stained with CellTracker Green
CMFDA which is permeating the cell membrane, incorporated in the cytoplasm,
showing fluorescent activity if excited with a wavelength of λ = 492 nm. Nu-
clei were stained with Hoechst 33342. Figure 10.15 shows a still frame of the
Video A.4.5 where the triangular confinement of the cell cluster was released and
cells were free to expand into the free surface while being monitored with phase
contrast and fluorescent light. Images were recorded at a frame rate of 5 min/frame
(phase-contrast), 15 min/frame (CMFDA) and 30 min/frame (Hoechst). Within
the 12 hours of the experiment, the cell cluster hardly expanded and no cell divi-
sion was observed. Thus, the labeling and exposure of the cells with fluorescent
light disturbs the cell functions and the cells’ metabolism in a severe way, leading
to inhibition of cell proliferation and migration.
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phase-contrast cytosol nuclei
Figure 10.15: Fluorescently labeled MCF-7 cells on a photo-patterned sur-
face. Phase-contrast image (left) of MCF-7 cells expanding from a equilateral triangular
pattern with a = 180 µm. Cytosol was labeled with CellTracker Green CMFDA (center)
and nuclei were labeled with Hoechst 33342 (right) for live-cell imaging. Image shows
still frame from Video A.4.5. Scale bar, 100 µm.
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Discussion
11.1 Collective cell migration on photo-
switchable substrates
11.1.1 Epithelial cell sheet expansion
In contrast to traditional scratch assays, the photo-conversion of non-adhesive
areas into cell adhesion mediating ones does not release any necrotic factors from
disrupted cells and is, therefore, privileged for experiments where such influences
are not desired.
Photo-convertible substrates were used to study the impact of initial cluster
geometry and incubation time on the expansion of cell clusters that are released
from their initial confinement. The results show that there are two size-dependent
regimes in MDCK cell sheet expansion: For circular clusters below a certain size of
about 5 to 6 cell diameters (r44, r75), all cells participate in the cell sheet expansion
in a comparable fashion. Accordingly, the average cell area changes drastically.
Once the initial circular clusters exceed that critical size (r104 and larger), cells in
the interior of the epithelial sheet play a secondary role for the expansion dynamics
which is mainly driven by cells along the cluster boundary. One might speculate
that single cell area expansion, initiated by the cells along the cluster boundary,
decays in direction to the interior of the cell sheet with a characteristic length of
a few cell diameters. Similar lengths scales have been observed in local collective
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migration behavior within big epithelial cells layers [81, 113].
Not only the general cluster expansion but also the initiation of leader cells
depends critically on the size of the initial confinement. For clusters exceeding
a certain size (r75) the frequency of observed leader cells fLC is reduced with
increasing radius while leader cell formation seems not to be affected if the radius
is decreased to r44. Interestingly, the general observation does not change when
donut-shaped cell sheets are investigated instead of fully covered circular areas.
Thus, one may conclude that once the cell clusters exceed a certain size, it is
rather the curvature of the cluster boundary than the total amount of the cells
within the cluster that dominates the frequency in leader cell appearance. For
smaller cell sheets the different curvature does not affect the leader cell formation,
which might be due to the fact that most cells in the cluster are in close proximity
to the boundary. The finding of a threshold-like change in leader cell formation
coincides with the observation that the change in mean cell area decreases if the
size of the initial cluster area is increased from r75 to r104.
By patterning donut-shaped cell clusters and releasing their confinement, one
can, for the first time, directly compare the migratory behavior of cells along the
concave and the convex boundary of a single sheet. A break in symmetry was de-
tected between these two boundary conditions: Cells at the convex boundary sep-
arate into leader and follower cells, whereas cells at the concave boundaries don’t.
A similar break in symmetry of cell behavior at the outer and inner boundary of
a donut-shaped cell sheet has been observed previously. Nelson et al. found that
proliferation of endothelial and epithelial cells was higher along the outer convex
boundary of donut-shaped cell clusters than along the inner concave boundary [48].
This asymmetry in cell behavior is attributed to differences in cell-generated ten-
sion within the donut-shaped cell cluster. Cells along the outer boundary apply
high tensional forces to the substrate, directed towards the center of the cluster,
whereas cells along the inner boundary generate only weak outward-directed forces,
suggesting that this asymmetry cause the observed differences in proliferation [48].
Interestingly, the observed geometry-controlled behavior of cell collectives is
found in analogy on a single-cell level. Several reports show that the patterning of
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cells in specific shapes can control various cell functions such as cell polarity, orien-
tation of the cell division plane or cell growth and differentiation [131–134]. More-
over, shape and local curvature of single cells growing on adhesive patterns can
determine the spatial appearance of lamellipodia [135] and predefine the direction
of cell migration [136]. The fact that lamellipodia protrusions were prominently
found at convex cell boundaries but were largely absent from the concave ones of
single cells [135] points to an underlying cellular mechanism of the asymmetric cell
sheet expansion observed in the present work.
Not only the geometry of the cell sheet, but also the incubation time of the
cells affects the expansion characteristic of the cell cluster. The results suggest
that collective cell behavior is averted if the cells are incubated for rather short
time periods of 9 hours only, instead of 20 hours or more. For such short incu-
bation times with deficient cell-cell interaction, the epithelial cell clusters exhibit
an expansion behavior that is typically correlated to single-cell behavior without
separation into leader and follower cells. A similar transition from collective to a
more individual cell behavior has also been described for endothelial cell clusters
in confined geometries after disturbing the cadherins junctions in these cells [48].
In summary, an accurate method is presented to functionalize surfaces with cell
adhesion-mediating and switchable inhibiting areas of nearly arbitrary shape. The
method is simple and can be used for rapid patterning of large areas and is suitable
for high content screening applications. Photo-induced conversion of passivated
into cell adhesion-mediating surfaces was used without any mechanical interference
with cells at the cluster boundaries. With this method and the experiments it is
shown for MDCK cells that expansion of cell sheets of different initial size is mainly
controlled by the behavior of cells located along the cluster boundaries. For clusters
exceeding a certain size threshold, cells in the interior of the epithelial sheet play
a secondary role for the expansion dynamics. More precisely, it is the curvature of
the cluster boundary that determines the expansion of these cell sheets. The results
imply that mechanical boundary conditions, given by the geometric confinement of
the epithelial sheet, can determine leader cell formation and expansion behavior.

Part IV
Conclusions and Outlook
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Chapter
12
Cell migration through microfabricated
channel structures
12.1 Conclusions
As confirmed by the results presented in sections 6.1–6.3, an in vitro model sys-
tem, the migration chip, has been developed allowing for studying cell migration
dynamics in precisely confined 3D channel structures.
Single-cell migration studies with cancer cell lines derived from human pancreas
and brain tumors, Panc-1 and MB cells, respectively, showed the versatility of the
setup. The migration chip enabled not only to investigate the degree of invasiveness
of cancer cells, which correlates with the metastatic potential of the cells, but also
to study cell migration dynamics in distinctly confined 3D environments. The
setup allows for screening of different channel dimensions at the same time, the
surface can be coated with different ECM-derived proteins, and the setup is well-
suited for fluorescence live-cell imaging applications.
The development of such microfabricated environments is part of a very active
research field with a high potential for industrial applications not only limited to
migration studies of cancer cells. This is confirmed by recent publications from
other groups, that reported about similar experimental setups and experiments
carried out with either cancer cells [104, 137], dendritic cells [103, 138], or neu-
rons [139].
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The usefulness of the developed migration chip comprising microfabricated
channel structures was demonstrated by investigating the invasive behavior of
pancreas and MB cancer cells. In particular, it was found for Panc-1 cells that
reorganization of the cytokeratin network, induced by the the phospholipid SPC,
facilitated active cell invasion into the channels, but did not affect the migration
speeds inside the channels.
12.2 Outlook
There are still many interesting possibilities to further develop and enhance the
functionality of channel-based migration assays apart from simply changing the
dimensions and shape of the channels:
As already presented and discussed in sections 6.4 and 7.2, patterning of the
micro-sized channels with gold nanoparticles will provide more specificity for the
bio-functionalization of the channel walls.
In addition to increasing the specificity in surface functionalization, the micro-
sized channel structures might be an ideally suited tool to study forces in cell
migration. Until now, it is very difficult to measure forces of cells migrating in a
3D environment. If the confined channel geometries would be fabricated with a
compliant polymer of stiffnesses in the range of ∼0.1-10 kPa, which corresponds
to the stiffnesses of native tissue, it would be a perfect model system to study the
migration forces via deformation of the channel walls.
Another direction to further improve the versatility of the migration chips
would be the incorporation and miniaturization of the migration chips into an
automated benchtop device that would allow to directly monitor the migration
through the channels with simple optics and a CCD camera, ideally suited for
high throughput screenings.
Chapter
13
Cell migration on photo-switchable
substrates
13.1 Conclusions
The results in sections 10.1 and 10.2 show that the experimental setup with the
photo-switchable surfaced is very well suited for migration studies of cohesive cell
sheets. The initial passivation of the surface and and their photo-triggered con-
version into a cell adhesive surface is working in a reliable and reproducible way,
ideally suited for high content screenings. Large areas of a several mm2 can be
patterned in only a few minutes with arbitrary shapes that are, in principle, only
limited by the diffraction of light.
Only a short exposure to UV light without any mechanical or electrical inter-
ference is needed to convert the surface properties from being cell repellant to cell
adhesive. Thus, the system is eminently suitable for cell studies as the applied
dose of UV is not harmful to the cells.
The value of the in vitro migration assay was confirmed, as it allowed to inves-
tigate expansion dynamics of initially precisely confined cell ensembles. A change
in the phenotype of the cell sheet expansion was identified when increasing the
radius of circular cell clusters from r = 75 µm to r = 105 µm.
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13.2 Outlook
The next step to further improve the functionalities of the presented model system
comprising photo-switchable surfaces would be to move to smaller pattern sizes
that are modulated with a confocal laser-scanning setup to guide cell migration in
situ.
To this point, the surface that remains after the photo-triggered cleavage or the
passivating PEG layer does not expose any specific ECM-derived ligands to the
cells. It would be interesting and of high experimental value to further enhance the
functionalities of this remaining surface. Such enhanced surface functionalizations
could be facilitated by using caged compounds whose activities are suppressed by
the covalent linkage of photo-cleavable protecting groups, but are restored upon
photo-irradiation [140,141].
Finally, the integration of the photo-active surface functionalization into 3D
scaffolds would open the way to fabricate highly functional 3D matrices. The
chemical contrast between gold and the PEG hydrogel could be exploited, for
example, to selectively bind the photo-cleavable linker to the gold particles to
dynamically expose specific ligands on the surface of a 3D matrix.
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A
Overview of attached Videos
The following videos can be found on the attached DVD.
A.1 Panc-1 cells in microchannels and on 1D
lines
A.1.1 Panc-1 1 1.avi
Panc-1 cells seeded in close proximity to channels with a width of 15 µm. Cells
migrate on the flat surface in front of the channels and are able to permeate
the channels without major deformation. Channel dimensions are 15x11x150 µm
(WxHxL); duration 16:00 h; scale bar, 50 µm.
A.1.2 Panc-1 1 2.avi
Representative examples of Panc-1 cells seeded in close proximity to the chan-
nels that show penetrative, invasive, and permeative behavior (from left to right).
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Channel dimensions are 7x11x150 µm (WxHxL); duration 6:34 h; scale bar, 50µm.
A.1.3 Panc-1 1 3.avi
P1 cells with fluorescently labeled keratin 8 and 18 migrating through a channel.
Channel dimensions are 15x11x150 µm (WxHxL); duration 16:00 h; scale bar,
50 µm.
A.1.4 Panc-1 1 4avi
Panc-1 cells migrating along µCP lines of fibronectin on a non-adhesive surface.
Line width is 7 µm; duration 6:34 h; scale bar, 50 µm.
MB cells in microchannels 137
A.2 MB cells in microchannels
A.2.1 MB 2 1.avi
DAOY cells stably transfected with miR-182 were seeded closely to the channels.
The third channel on the right hand side shows a representative example of a
permeating cell. Duration 23:50 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.2.2 MB 2 2.avi
DAOY cells stably transfected with empty pCMX vector. All four channels on the
right hand side showed the typical penetrative behavior where cells continuously
try to enter the channels throughout the whole experiment, while the nuclei are
not able to enter the channels. Duration 23:50 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.2.3 MB 2 3.avi
DAOY cells with miR-182 knockdown after 24h. Less invasive activity was ob-
served and cells were only trying to enter the channels for short periods. Duration
23:50 h; scale bar, 100µm.
138 Overview of attached Videos
A.2.4 MB 2 4.avi
DAOY cells treated with scrambled siRNA. A DAOY cell invaded into the channel
and migrated until the middle of the channel. Then the cell returned to the starting
point. This special invasion behavior could be found in the second channel on right
hand side. Duration 23:50 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.2.5 MB 2 5.avi
Med8A cells stably transfected with miR-182. Most of the cells remained in the
same position, and did not enter the channel. The fourth channel on the left side
showed a rare example for a single invasion. Duration 23:20 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
MDCK cells on photo-active substrates 139
A.2.6 MB 2 6.avi
Med8A cells stably transfected with empty pCMX vector. All cells included in
the field of view remained in a similar position and no invasive behaviors were
observed at all. Duration 23:50 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.3 MDCK cells on photo-active substrates
A.3.1 MDCK 3 1.avi
Time-course of a typical migration experiment. Video shows MDCK cells seeded on
a photo-patterned surface and incubated for 38 h. Starting point is 30 min before
the cells were released from their confinement by irradiating the whole surface with
a short UV exposure. After a short delay, cells start to expand towards the outside
as well as they are closing the inner hole of the donut structure. Pattern r142/81;
38 h incubation time; duration 4:45 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.3.2 MDCK 3 2.avi
Cell sheet expanding from a stripe-shaped cell cluster with initially almost straight
boundries and a width of 250 µm; video starts 20 h after cell seeding; duration
140 Overview of attached Videos
16:00 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.3.3 MDCK 3 3.avi
Patterning of complex cell clusters. Cells growing in the pattern of the Max Planck
Society logo; video starts 26 h after cell seeding, confinement was released after
the first 35 min of the video; duration 12:25 h; scale bar, 500 µm.
A.3.4 MDCK 3 4.avi
Expansion of circular cell clusters after different incubation times. Cells have been
seeded for 9 h and 25 h on circular photopatterned substrates. Videos start directly
after releasing the confinement. From the cell cluster incubated for 9 h more leader
cells are evolving, cells inside the cell sheet are more motile and the mean cluster
radius is expanding faster then for the 25 h case (see Figure 10.7). Pattern r104;
flood exposure after 9 h and 25 h incubation time; duration 5:00 h; scale bar, 100
µm.
MDCK cells on photo-active substrates 141
A.3.5 MDCK 3 5.avi
Influence of curvature on boundary cell behavior. Video shows a cell cluster with a
donut shaped pattern while being incubated under normal cell culture conditions.
Cells adapt to the geometrical confinement and show active lamellar protrusions
mostly towards the outside of the pattern. Hardly any protrusion activity is found
along the inner boundary. The prominent halo-effect along the inner boundary
caused by the phase-contrast illumination indicates that the cell membranes are
higher along the inner boundary compared to the thin and flat protrusions along
the outside. Pattern r142/81; video starts 9 h after cell seeding; duration 5:00 h;
scale bar, 100 µm.
A.3.6 MDCK 3 6.avi
Angular resolved protrusion analysis. Cell cluster outlines have been detected and
assigned to polar coordinates whose radial displacement has been tracked over
time. The left part shows an overlay of the phase-contrast video and the cluster
outlines with their assigned angular positions and the left part shows the color
coded accumulation of all outlines and positions over time. Pattern r173/120;
142 Overview of attached Videos
video starts 24 h after cell seeding; duration 2:00 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.3.7 MDCK 3 7.avi
Circular cell clusters with cells moving in a coordinated fashion inside the confine-
ment. Pattern r75; video starts 20 h after cell seeding; duration 8:40 h; scale bar,
100 µm.
A.4 MCF-7 cells on photo-active subastrates
A.4.1 MCF-7 4 1.avi
Linear boundary of MCF-7 cell sheet expanding into the free area. No pronounced
separation of cells into leader and follower cells is observed. Video starts 20 h after
cell seeding; duration 12:00 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
MCF-7 cells on photo-active subastrates 143
A.4.2 MCF-7 4 2.avi
Cell clusters of MCF-7 cell in the shape of equilateral triangles with a = 180 µm
expanding after confinement was released; video starts 24 h after cell seeding;
duration 12:30 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
A.4.3 MCF-7 4 3.avi
Donut-shaped cell cluster expanding to the outside and inside after confinement
was released. The inner part of the cluster is completely closed after 7 h of cell
expansion. Pattern r140/60; video starts 20 h after cell seeding; duration 12:00 h;
scale bar, 100 µm.
A.4.4 MCF-7 4 4.avi
Cell sheet expansion of stripe-shaped cell cluster after photo-release of the con-
finement. Unlike MDCK cells, the border of MCF-7 cell sheet is expanding the
most in regions of highest initial cell density, without separation into leader and
follower cells. 160 µm thick stripe; video starts 20 h after cell seeding; duration
24:00 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
144 Overview of attached Videos
A.4.5 MCF-7 4 5.avi
Phase-contrast (left) and fluorescence live-cell video of MCF-7 with the cy-
tosol (center, CellTracker Green CMFDA) and nuclei (right, Hoechst 33342) la-
beled. Images were recorded at a frame rate of 5 min/frame (phase-contrast), 15
min/frame (CMFDA) and 30 min/frame (Hoechst) Equilateral triangle with a =
180 µm; video starts 24 h after cell seeding; duration 12:00 h; scale bar, 100 µm.
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Additional Tables
Table B.1: Geometric parameters of photopatterned cell clusters. Circular
and donut-shaped clusters that were used to study collective cell migration.
shape circle circle circle circle donut donut
(out; in) (out; in)
radius (µm) 44 75 104 142 142; 81 173; 120
curvature (∗10−3µm−1) 22.9 13.4 9.6 7.1 7.1; 12.7 5.8; 8.3
area (∗103µm2) 6 17.5 34.4 63.2 43.7 94.0
perimeter (µm) 275 469 657 891 891; 508 1037; 754
Table B.2: Summary of leader cell quantification for circular and donut-
shaped cell sheets.
pattern r44 r75 r104 r142 r142/81 r173/120
median of counted leader cells 3 5 5 6 6 5.5
median frequency of leader cell
appearance fLC
1.09 1.07 0.76 0.67 0.67 0.51
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Table B.3: Summary of leader cell quantification at the inside and outside of
donut-shaped cell sheets. Cell clusters were incubated for different times as indicated
prior to confinement release.
pattern r142/81
incubation time 9 h 25 h 38 h
donut boundary in out in out in out
median of counted leader cells 7 13 1 6 2 6
median frequency of leader cell
appearance fLC
1.38 1.45 0.20 0.67 0.39 0.67
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Synthesis of photocleavable linker
The photocleavable linker 1-[5-methoxy-2-nitro-4-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyloxy)-
phenyl]-ethyl N-succinimidyl carbonate (5) was provided by our collaboration part-
ner Professor Kazuo Yamaguchi at the Kanagawa University, Japan. As depicted
in the synthetic scheme C.1, it was synthesized in four steps starting with the
commercially available 4-hydroxy-5-methoxy-2-nitroacetophenone (1) [118, 119].
All chemicals used, if not indicated differently, were purchased either from Wako
(Japan), TCI (Japan) or Sigma–Aldrich (USA).
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Figure C.1: Synthetic scheme of the photocleavable linker.
Allyl bromide (2.4 mL, 28 mmol) is added to a solution of (1) (5.0 g, 24
mmol) and potassium carbonate (3.9 g, 28 mmol) in 200 mL dry acetonitrile.
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Stirring at 80°C for 3 hours under nitrogen atmosphere, concentrating the solution,
adding 300 mL water and 20 mL 2 M HCl, the product 4-Allyloxy-5-methoxy-2-
nitroacetophenone (2) is being extracted with chlorophorm, dried over MgSO4 and
after removing the solvent a yellowish-white solid is obtained with a yield of 99%
(5.9 g, 24 mmol).
In the next step the carbonyl group was reduced to a tertiary alcohol by stirring
a solution of (2) (5.8g, 23 mmol) for 30 min in an ice bath with sodium tetrayh-
droborate (2.6 g, 69 mmol), 50 mL tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 100 mL methanol
and stirred for another 3 hours at r.t.. Concentrating the solution, adding 100
mL water and 20 mL 2 M HCl, extracting with 3x150 mL chlorophorm, drying
over MgSO4 and removing the solvent lead to the 1-(4-Allyloxyl-5-methoxy-2-
nitrophenyl)ethanol (3) product as a yellowish white solid with a yield of 97% (5.7
g, 22 mmol).
The N-succinimidyl carbamate, which allows for the coupling of primary
amines, was obtained by adding N,N-disuccinimidyl carbonate (3.7 g, 14 mmol)
to a solution of (3) (1.8 g, 7.0 mmol) in acetonitril in the presence of4 mL triethy-
lamine. Stirring for 6.5 hours at r.t. under nitrogen atmosphere, concentrating the
solution, adding 50 mL water and 10 mL 2 M HCl, extracting with chlorophorm,
washing the organic layer with saturated NaHCO3, drying over MgSO4 and re-
moving the solvent lead to the 1-(4-Allyloxy-5-methoxy-2-nitrophenyl)ethyl N-
succinimidyl carbonate (4) product as a yellowish white solid with a yield of 95%
(2.6 g, 6.7 mmol).
Finally, the silane group was introduced by adding trimethoxysilane (0.26 g,
2.1 mmol) in the presence of Karstedt’s catalyst (10 drops) to a solution of (4)
(0.26 g, 0.66 mmol) in 8 mL dry THF. Stirring the solution at r.t. for 1 hour under
nitrogen atmosphere, concentrating the crude product, and purifying it by silica gel
column chromatography (hexane/ethylacetate/tetramethoxysilane, 50:50:1) lead
to the final product (5) as a yellow, viscous compound with a yield of 50% (0.17
g, 0.33 mmol).
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MATLAB codes
D.1 Binarization of phase-contrast images
Starting parameters were the following: fudgeFactor = 0.25 (the smaller the value,
the more objects are detected); strelSizeline = 5; strelSizedisk = 10; thinsteps =
3; smoothsteps = 1; strelSizediam = 2.
1 function [BW] = PhSegment02(I,fudgeFactor,strelSizeline, ...
strelSizedisk, strelSizediam, thinsteps, smoothsteps)
2 %% Calculate gradient image and threshold; sobel edge detection
3 [junk threshold] = edge(I, 'sobel');
4 BWs = edge(I,'sobel', threshold * fudgeFactor);
5
6 %% Increase the detected regions by dilating
7 se90 = strel('line', strelSizeline, 90);
8 se0 = strel('line', strelSizeline, 0);
9 BWsdil = imdilate(BWs, [se90 se0]);
10
11 %% Fill all the smaller holes, applying rel. big STREL disk
12 se = strel('disk', strelSizedisk);
13 BWpartfill = imclose(BWsdil, se);
14
15 %% Make the partfill object smaller to preserve thin
16 %boundary shapes
17 BWthin = bwmorph(BWpartfill, 'thin', thinsteps);
18
19 %% Overlay partly filled object with BWsdil
20 BWrough=BWsdil;BWrough(BWthin)=1;
21
22 %% Smoothen boundaries
23 seD = strel('diamond',strelSizediam);
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24 BWsmooth =BWrough;
25 for i=1:smoothsteps
26 BWsmooth = imerode(BWsmooth,seD);
27 end
28 BW=BWsmooth; %Output
D.2 Angular resolved boundary positions of cell
clusters
With the cluster’s center of mass, calculated from the first frame of the image stack,
the distance between center and boundary is measured along angular resolved
segments. For circular structures and the outside of donut-shaped structures,
the boundaries were detected while approaching the region of interest from the
borders of the image, in contrast the inside boundary of donuts was detected by
approaching the region of interest from the center.
Code for approaching the boundaries from the image borders (circles
and outside of donuts)
1 function [dangles,dists, edges] = ...
angular distance(L,centroid,angle incr)
2 % calculation of the disance (in pixel units) from image
3 % border to first outline (circular or donut shaped patterns)
4 % L needs to be a labeled ROI (bwlabel), class: double
5 % Angle increment must be 0<angle incr<90
6 % top:0deg, right:90deg, bottom: 180deg, left:270deg
7
8 lastangle=360−angle incr;
9 dangles=[0: angle incr:lastangle]';
10 %do not count 0 and 360 deg twice
11
12 v=L(round(centroid(1,2)),round(centroid(1,1)));
13 % v is centroid of first frame
14
15 k=1;
16 for i=0:angle incr:lastangle
17 angle=2*pi*(i+90)/360;
18 %+90 is only necessary that O deg is on the top
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19
20 %%scan from center to outside and detect image borders
21 j=0; l=1;
22 while l == 1
23 j=j+1;
24 px=j*−cos(angle)+centroid(1,1);
25 %− for clockwise turning direction
26 py=j*−sin(angle)+centroid(1,2);
27 %− for the starting point on the top
28 pxi=round(px);
29 pyi=round(py);
30 if pxi == 1 | pxi == size(L, 2) | pyi == 1 | pyi == ...
size(L,1)
31 l=0;
32 end
33 end
34
35 o=L(pyi,pxi);
36 po=o;
37 while po == o
38 j=j−1;
39 px=j*−cos(angle)+centroid(1,1);
40 py=j*−sin(angle)+centroid(1,2);
41 pxi=round(px);
42 pyi=round(py);
43 po=L(pyi, pxi);
44 end
45
46 %% increase the accuracy of the measurement
47 j=j+1; jj=0;po=o;
48 while po == o
49 jj=jj+1;
50 l=j−jj*0.1;
51 px=l*−cos(angle)+centroid(1,1);
52 py=l*−sin(angle)+centroid(1,2);
53 pxi=round(px);
54 pyi=round(py);
55 po=L(pyi, pxi);
56 end
57 dists(k,:)=sqrt((pxi−centroid(1,2))ˆ2+(pyi−centroid(1,2))ˆ2);
58 edges(k,:)=[i pxi pyi];
59 k=k+1;
60 end
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Code for approaching the boundaries from the object’s center (inside
of donuts)
1 function [dangles,distsChild, edgesChild] = ...
angular distance(L,centroid,angle incr)
2 % calculation of the disance (in pixel units) from center to
3 % first boundary of a donut−shaped ROI
4 % L needs to be a labeled ROI (bwlabel), class: double
5 % Angle increment must be 0<angle incr<90
6 % top:0 deg, right: 90 deg, bottom: 180 deg, left:270 deg
7
8 lastangle=360−angle incr;
9 dangles=[0: angle incr:lastangle]';
10 %do not count 0 and 360 deg twice
11 v=L(round(centroid(1,2)),round(centroid(1,1)));
12 % v is centroid of first frame
13
14 k=1;
15 for i=0:angle incr:lastangle
16 angle=2*pi*(i+90)/360;
17 %+90 makes O deg on the top
18
19 %% scan from center towards outside
20 j=0; pv = v;
21 while pv == v
22 j=j+1;
23 px=j*−cos(angle)+centroid(1,1);
24 %− for clockwise turning direction
25 py=j*−sin(angle)+centroid(1,2);
26 %− for the starting point on the top
27 pxi=round(px);
28 pyi=round(py);
29 pv=L(pyi, pxi);
30 end
31
32 %% increase the accuracy
33 j=j−1; jj=0; pv=v;
34 while pv == v
35 jj=jj+1;
36 l=j+jj*0.1;
37 px=l*−cos(angle)+centroid(1,1);
38 py=l*−sin(angle)+centroid(1,2);
39 pxi=round(px);
40 pyi=round(py);
41 pv=L(pyi, pxi);
42 end
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43 distsChild(k,:)=sqrt((pxi−centroid(1,2))ˆ2+ ...
(pyi−centroid(1,2))ˆ2);
44 edgesChild (k,:)=[i pxi pyi];
45 k=k+1;
46 end
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